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The 'war' of the highbrow and

lowbrow . . . is a very important

class war indeed for the world at

large. In killing the intellect, or

its trained servants, men would

certainly be killing the goose that

lays the golden egg: not the eggs

of Mammon which are devoured

only at the tables of the million-

aire world, but the more universally

valuable eggs of intelligent en-

deavour. It is worth pausing to

think whether this war is a very

intelligent one.

Wyndham Lewis,

The Art of Being Ruled.
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INTRODUCTORY

§ i . The rise and development of cinema is one of the

outstanding social phenomena of the twentieth century.

Its influence on peoples of wide and varied cultures

throughout the whole of the so-called civilized world

is such that he would be a rash critic indeed who would

dogmatize as to its real significance. Already, amongst

western nations, cinema-going is the major spare-time

occupation of the young, its own little artificial world

of persons and personalities, machines and make-

believe, is a topic of conversation, a matter for jour-

nalistic discussion of which the public never tire. For

good or bad, cinema is an immense force ; adolescent,

yet by the implicit subtlety of its nature, moulding
J

the opinions of millions in the course of its supposedly

superficial business of merely providing entertainment.

The social power of the film lies in the implicitness of

its propaganda rather than in any direct political refer-

ence in theme or story. In this sense, its proselytizing

capacity is under-estimated, critical barrage usually

being trained on purely external influence resident in

particular themes : to wit, the gangster film, the sex

film, and so on. The value of an individual film or

series of films whose theme and treatment are designed

towards a specific result is exceedingly questionable.

Explicit propaganda is a snare by which the public will
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not easily be caught, despite the fallacy of supposing

the ruse will succeed because the uneducated can be

duped. To-day it is not a matter of dealing with

the uneducated, but with the half-educated, and in

that precisely is to be found why influence by explicit

means is of no account. The very fact of the half-

educated being what they are, provokes an intuitive

alertness to be on the look out for snares and delusions

added to an intense dislike of any one who tries to teach

them anything. It is only the tub-thumping moralist

who sees danger ; he is not half-educated, but not quite

educated enough, the narrowness of his vision, restricted

on account of his preoccupation with sexual taboo, is

just that which precludes him from seeing the wider

vista wherein a very real influence has been implicitly

exercised by cinema over a period of time. The youth

of Europe to-day, and of England particularly, has

grown up with Charlie Chaplin and the Ford car.

Any filtration east ofthe ideology upon which American

culture is based that may have occurred during the last

fifteen years—and, of course, an immense amount has

occurred for better or for worse—is attributable in the

main to the American film.

A subtle example of this implicit propaganda may
be seen at work in the setting of certain fashions in

men's clothes. Since the popularity of the gangster

film, a number of hatters' and clothiers' shops have

been established in London where nearly all the gar-

ments offered for sale are American. The hats are of

a kind never before seen in London until the gangster

\i)\* AfA \
I
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made his appearance on the screens of England's

cinema halls, being of a peculiar hideousness with

jextremely narrow brim and high crown. For a

gangster to appear in any hat other than one of these

monstrosities would, according to the best gangster

films, be a gangsterdom social faux pas of the highest

order. Thus, the gangster has become personified in

his hat, and hundreds of young men, anxious to

emulate the appearance of their favourite film star,

proceed to protect their craniums with these odd

offspring of the hatter's craft.

Such trivia may seem unimportant individually, but

the sum total is of a magnitude in its effect impossible

to disregard. It may truly be said the inventors of

horn-rimmed spectacles owe an incalculable debt of

gratitude to Harold Lloyd. And how many house-

wives have had their introduction to the labour-saving

kitchen, that land of bourgeois milk and honey kept

sweet by automatic refrigeration, otherwise than through

the continual output of boy-and-girl romances depicted

against a background of the American scene?

The overwhelming popularity of cinema in America

can be largely understood by the looking-glass, as it

were, which the Hollywood entertainment holds up

to the American citizen. In it he sees himself, not

always flattered, his own life, what he would like to

be, the growth of his national culture, such as it

is ; and herein lies the secret of the colossal success of

the American film industry. The Hollywood film pro-

vides America with a means of self-identification ; and
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it goes further. It satisfies the wish-fulfilment of a

vast people by the method known as the star system,

and in this it goes also far beyond national frontiers.

It provides escape for the city-bred by exploitation of

a great countryside, and for the people of that country-

side, the unattainable goal of glittering prizes which

the city offers is shown night after night as inevitably

as the earth revolves round the sun. In Europe, and

in Great Britain particularly, the success of the

American film can be understood by the satisfaction

the masses obtain in the same psychological factors of

self-identification and wish-fulfilment provided by the

star system on a vast scale, and the avenues for escape

experienced in seeing an unfamiliar environment, a

world in the making unfettered by tradition, a people

whose tempo of life has hitherto been unknown to

history. American publicists have said every foot of

film leaving the United States is worth many times its

cost in what it will bring to American trade, to say

nothing of its value to American prestige. The
American film is an immense advertising campaign

for a growing civilization. It satisfies to the full an

important part of the psychological make-up possessed

by the average man of western nations, and in that

alone it has obtained political power.

§ 2. By the immense popularity of this art, which is

yet no art, it is natural by now that a considerable critical

literature should have arisen, even allowing for the com-

paratively short period during which cinema itself has
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developed. There are many books on technological

aspects of the sound-film, there are innumerable

pieces of elaborate gossip about film personalities

and celluloid intrigue, but other than Arnheim^s

extensive book Film, and^udovkin's well-known Film

Technique, no critical survey has yet appeared in whicit-

any attempt is made tq_jdiscuss^ cinema in purely

aesthetical terms taking into account the amazing

rapidity of its technical evolution. The validity of

any fundamental theory which may have been

advanced regarding the silent film has now collapsed

with the advent of sound, yet throughout nearly all

writing on cinema there appears a misconception of

finality, not untinged with dogmatic invective, in the

two-dimensional monochrome sound-film of to-day.

The problems raised by colour, stereoscopy, screen

shape, and so on, are not faced ; the premise is assumed,

without proper investigation, that cinema is already an

art, a perfect medium of its kind, in its present condition.

Apart from the lack of vision and requisite approach

such a position indicates, it must be obvious to the

meanest intelligence that this avant-garde attitude

(which is certainly genuine) misses the whole point

of any value its criteria may have by refusing to take

into account the exceedingly transitional nature of

the subject under discussion. Like no other mani-

festation of applied science, with the possible exception

of flying, the cinema deus ex machina has advanced by
leaps and bounds with the rapidity of, and not un-

similar to, those of a kangaroo.
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To assert that Mozart's orchestra is a better instru-

ment than the technically magnificent modern

organization is to deny development ; and nobody but

a fool pits himself against the inevitability of growth.

The orchestra of Mozart's time was good enough for

Mozart certainly, andjthe music he wrote for it Q_ne_of

the few really priceless possessions of mankind, but

there is very little doubt, I think, Mozart himself

would acclaim with enthusiasm the advantages of the

modern clarinet, the valve horn, the possibilities of

tubas, contra-bassoons, piccolo-flutes, celestes, and the

host of coloratura instruments added to the orchestra

since the eighteenth century.

We see in critical_writing on cinema an attitude

having a semblance of being advanced, but covering

a thoroughly reactionary stand. The trouble lies in

the critics attracted by it, of two distinct kinds, widely

diverse in their opinions and their approach. Of the

first we have the newspaper gossip columnist, who
jusually has no qualifications whatsoever^for his job^

save a slender capacity to string sentences together

and ferret out a good gossipy story. He is faithful to

the stipulations of his employers in 'giving the public

what it wants/which, of course, is really what the

newspaper proprietors think it should have. The
second, often pretentious and precious, are mostly

honest, the manner of their work being the major

affectation, not what they have to say, which, though

fallacious, is sincerely believed. But this type of critic

has one outstanding fault which makes most of what he
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says invalid and faintly ridiculous. He keeps up a

steady flow of abuse against the philistinism of the

film industries in America and Great Britain, screams

and rampages he does, until you begin to think the

poor fellow has been done some hideous personal

Jnjury by a producer or executive, and has come
thereby utterly to hate cinema instead of loving it as he

purports to do. When not engaged in telling the film

barons how bold and bad they are, this pseudo-critic

is busy deploring the shoddy outlook on life held by all

cinema hall proprietors for showing the 'muck 5

pro-

duced by those cesspools of artistic decadence which

are Hollywood and Elstree. 'Why/ he howls, 'cannot

I go to my local cinema hall and see an entertainment

which is not an insult to my intelligence? Why do

not American and British producers take a leaf out of

Russia's book? 5 And having mentioned Russia, our

poor lamb falls flat on his face in ecstatic abandon at

the feet of the twin-gods, ^isenstein and Pudovkin. .

Russia, you must understand, is one of the major

symptoms of his strange disease. The names of her

two admittedly great cinema masters will be bandied

about from American slapstick to Teutonic tragedy

in sullying comparison, a diatribe here against the

ineffective, plagiarized, misunderstood use of a point

of technique, a harangue there because So-and-so

would have been done by one or the other of the

meister in such and such a way, and lo ! one of the

magic names has been mentioned, and we feel a special

pen has been put to paper so that the great shall have
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due homage done and no contact made with commoner
clay, a pen whose nib is bent in adoration of its special

and honourable servitude to two words. He is not

necessarily a communist, this worshipper of Muscovy

from afar; on the contrary. He is an objectivist of

the most hard and fast kind, solely concerned with

form, not in the best sense, but in a quasi-aesthetical

mumbo-jumbo which he will eventually call technique.

That the Russian films of the most important silent

period in cinema's history (the years immediately

prior to the advent of sound) are as fine as they are,

he quite fails to see is due to the impetus inherently

existent in revolution as a subject, particularly a live and

real revolution which has just occurred. Without the

immense strengthening the Russian experiment gave

to Russian social appetite, those films which still are

regarded as the few masterpieces of cinema, and pos-

sessed of most right to be called works of art, will be

found to be of little intrinsic value. Differentiate their

subject and their technique and you will find in their

technique a scaffolding merely, with no house evolving

inside, but a kind of scaffolding nevertheless peculiarly

suited to the construction of a house being made under

great difficulties and with a somewhat indolent crew.

For social conscientiousness is undoubtedly the prime

factor in Russian cinema of the 'high' period. As a

document, the films are invaluable in showing the

spirit ofRussia during the time they were made. Their

technique is one of shock tactics. And shock tactics are

part and parcel of revolution. Thus, in this work, there
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is a fusion of form and subject ; and in that it may be

said to approach the world of art.

Our Russian cinema enthusiast, however, will have

none of such argument. He is liable first to indulge

m little pieces of stupidity such as comparisons with

King Lear or the Ninth Symphony. Then he will

proceed to explain how Russian technique can, and

should, be applied and accepted as final, the apex

towards which cinema has been striving. And by this

time you will have noticed the appearance of a certain

euphonious little French word, in fact, a continual

repetition of it with shattering inevitableness—-montage.

It will keep on appearing, at last seemin^Eo
1
^

a mad desire to bash you in the face until you are

senseless. Or, if your aural faculty is greater than your

visual, the low-toned boom of the long open ' a ' will

conjure to your ear-sense the sound of some hoary

old cow bellowing over a gate. For the theory of

montage \^fa^Mrmer cri of this criticaT school. They
will admit tne value in cmerriSo^er^ira^umde it,

rather as if a music critic were to come to you and

say the seminary of atonalism is the only one to which

a well-bred young lady or gentleman should be sent,

thereby assigning to the dustbin the entire panorama

of music from Palestrina to Sibelius.

The fallacy of montage theory as such is the common
one of assuming permanence where none exists. The
technical development of cinema is taking place with

such rapidity that we cannot lay down canons; we
do not know enough yet of the nature of this obviously

*
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magnificent medium, full of so many scientific variables

that its very existence is only just possible, a cause

for wonderment every time we come fully to appreciate

the fact. That is not to say we should blunder about

in a turbulent sea on no course; no organism has yet

ripened in such a way. We can give a lead by indicat-

ing a direction, arrived at by analysis in purely

aesthetical terms: it is imperative such a pointer, as

it were, should be given. For without direction the

creative artist in this new medium is liable to be

compelled to follow the flight of a highly mechanical

bird. And it is not meet that the artist shall be

"§€fvan{ to the engineer. Creative artist? you say.

And what has the genuine creative artist to do with

providing entertainment to meet the taste of vast

hordes of semi-illiterates ?

Nothing whatsoever ; for the production of enter-

tainment films is primarily not creative, but selective

and interpretive. The productioi^^,a,fc£In^o-day is

a collectiv^mnmffihgi^vnicl^ great numbe^ot
people contribute their quota of work and personality,

essentially a democratic business; and the creative

artist in the highest sense has no truck with democracy

or collective systems of any sort. A film director is

analogous to an orchestral conductor. He must be

first of all a good selector, a sieve through which good

ideas, contributive to the whole, may pass, powerful

enough to hold the reins of a varied team and obtain

the most from them, a man of sufficient sensibility and

strength to impress his ego on the whole. Thus far
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may he be said to be an artist; but the industry of

entertainment-film manufacture has no concern with

artists further than this, unless actors be included,

they who are purely interpretive and as clay in a

director's hands.

We come now to the second large issue, really the

most important, on which the average avant-garde

critic comes to grief. Films of outstanding merit must

necessarily be rare, just as novels andpaintings and symphonies

of outstanding merit are rare. There is such a thing as

the relativity of merit. A world peopled exclusively

by Thomas Manns, Picassos, and Sibeliuses would be

unseeing of Mann's architectonic prose style, Picasso's

sense of design, and Sibelius' serenity. We appreciate

these qualities now because they are above the average

capacity. Men possessed of such are, as Goethe would

say, natures. The average person is not a nature, but that

does not disqualify him from comprehending a particu-

lar creative quality in others. It is easy to fall victim

to the fallacy, as Busoni did, that art is only for artists.

The universality of great art is the quality by which

we come eventually to distinguish its greatness.

To expect gems of exquisite sensibility (whether they

be stark and real, or romantic and rose-tinted) to be

continually pouring out of Hollywood is prima facie

ludicrous. The complicated business of film produc-

tion, distribution, and exhibition is an industry like

any other. A commodity is manufactured and offered

for sale, and naturally every possible means is devised

so that it shall make as much money as possible for
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its manufacturer. If I am not much mistaken this is

the basis of an industrial system which has grown up to

flourish in horrible chaos, born of those two dangerous

abstractions, Liberty and Freedom. Entertainment

films are largely compounded of human" values
:~

~ttfeir sale is an-exploitation of humaiiemxDUonr; but
*

that does not make them any the less exploitable.

Money is no respecter of persons. Industry has no

concern with art unless it happens to pay. You may,

as I do, deplore this state*oF afialrsT^^oiTlTray loathe

and abhor with all the venom ofyour soul the spectacle

of millions without work, children lacking in nutrition^

and duchesses with fifty hats, the pretty cavalcade of

beggars who line all the mam^streets of metropolitical

squalor, the whole ghastly nonsense o£ waving flags,

of buildinj^jDigge^ But that is

what we have. Gifts the two StupidSisters have

bestowed on us by way of reprisal for our having

paid them undue attention. You will not lessen the
c

philistinism ' of the film industry any more than you

will any other industry unless you change the social

order.

Despite its love of sensationalism and the sickening

vulgarity of many of its activities, it will be found that

more good films (in the sense of their being art-work)

are produced each year than the theatre produces good

plays, that the average film is a much more meritorious

piece ofwork than the average novel. The film industry

has to pay, and to pay it has to pander, to step down
to mob taste. In this it is doing no more than follow
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the tendency of the age in every other sphere of

activity, an age history will characterize by its pro-

pensity for a constant levelling-down to proletarian

intelligence, a ruthless stamping out with heavy

bunioned feet of all the finer qualities of aristocratic

values, a subtle detestation of intelligence and a

reliance on intuition, an amazing intellectual paradox

becoming manifest in the intelligence being used to

overthrow the intelligence. It is hard on the film

industry that it should have to suffer unduly for sins

which are by no means peculiar to it alone. The
critics who fire their pop-guns at it with such violence

might do well to remember that it is only because

it has been made to pay that the potentially great art

of cinema is existent at all. The original exploiters

have evolved the technical machine. The commercial

entertainment film of to-day cannot be deplored

nor relished. It is cheap and tawdry in many ways,

yet it has brought joy and laughter to millions, and

in that it has done good. Whilst its past may be

murky, its future holds gifts which may be suggested

if not soon realized—for in the present crude art of

cinema may lie the future of art.



CHAPTER I ASPECTS OF THE SOCIAL SCENE

§ i. A tinkling piano somewhat out of tune, alter-

nating with amazing frequencybetween VeswyTajid

Suppe's Light Cavalry, fauteuils a little ravaged by

"moth, in front of us a picture of second-rate post-

card texture every now and then giving a mighty

hiccough, the view changing to another as if by magic.

A man of immense girth is throwing what appears to

be an inexhaustible quantity of baked custard at a

little man of leaner circumference. The custard

battle rages, the audience roars with unbounded

pleasure, the piano plays fortissimo so that we shall not

forget its presence and all-important contribution to

the delight ; the fat villain is at last off his feet, a pot

securely jammed over his head, another terrific hic-

cough, and 'End 5 jumps at us with such vigour as if

to bite us for having laughed so heartily. The piano

plays an intermezzo, and we look around our environ-

ment, for we have been induced by nicely bulbous

lights to enter an Electric Palace. We find the first

three rows are full of children, the rest of the seats

being occupied by young and elderly people of all

kinds, mostly working people though, for there is

yet a lurking bourgeois prejudice that these places

are not
c

quate nace,' and we recollect it was only

the day before yesterday a dignified fossil of the High
14
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Court was told by learned counsel that a
c ki-nema ' was

a 'highly-coloured
5

place of entertainment. As it is

a wet Saturday afternoon there is a full quota of boys

with their girls, factory hands maybe, for we are in an

industrial town in northern England which boasts no

theatre, but only a large series of singularly depress-

ing and uninviting public-houses built in the worst

of Victorian taste. The lights go out (no decrescendo of

illumination, but a straightforward honest-to-goodness

flick of a switch in the projection box) and we are

invited to watch the continued exploits of a gentleman

we seem to remember having seen before, a fellow who
is forever involving himself in incredibly dangerous

situations, contrived for his especial entrapment by

another gentleman who wears a hood (for purely

psychic reasons), owns a diamond, and lives with a

lady whose virtue obviously, by the length of her drop-

earrings and cigarette-holder, is a questionable matter.

The chalk-white and soot-black of the monochrome
give the emaciated face and huge blinking eyelashes

an added lustre as she turns on the water which will

flood the secret tank under the dining-room floor

where, after twenty breathless minutes of jumps from

aeroplanes to moving trains, of motor-cars dashing

over cliffs, of huge run-away locomotives hurling

themselves into ravines, our hero is at last confined.

And as the she-devil watches the needle of the pressure

gauge rise higher and higher, with cruel curl of the

lips and sadistic dilation of the nostrils, she turns non-

chalantly to light her hundred and fiftieth Melachrmo
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just as the gushing water is about to enter the hero's

mouth ; when a final hiccough announces not the end,

strange as it may seem, but another thrilling instalment

next week. On again go the lights, a small boy-

appears clad in a uniform reminiscent of Boots in the

annual Cinderella of our youth. But this is no comic

actor, for the dignity of a tragedian marks his every

feature in the task he is about to perform. He is

equipped, this strange boy, with a garden spray, or

an implement very like one, and after a preliminary

flourish, he solemnly proceeds to walk round the gang-

ways squirting an olfactorily atrocious liquid over the

heads of the establishment's patrons. The asthmatic

groan of his apparatus can be heard in all parts of the

hall, and we realize our fate is sealed, even in the top-

price one-and-tuppennies, that we, too, are to be

made proof against blight like any other rose in the

place irrespective of economic status. He is, indeed,

a very democratic soul, this gardener with his anthro-

pomorphic flowers, treating all his cultivations with

strict equality. His cue for cessation is when the

pianist, having finished her tea, preludes the next

film with something by Balfe—yes, it must be, it is

so marvellously dull and utterly uninspired—and the

amenities of being buried by Messrs. So-and-So, and

buying your boots from Messrs. This-and-That are

duly displayed on the screen by magic-lantern slides.

The number of local tradesmen anxious to draw our

attention to their excellence seems incredible, but at

long last the lights go out, the title of the film appears,
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and it is what we have been waiting for—a cowboy

subject.

For in this we are one with the children in our whole-

hearted enjoyment of the western story. We know it is

the wildest possible melodrama, that the story itself

will be rubbish from beginning to end; but there is

a rugged granckmrjDfs^^ about the whole

thing that will bring repose, even if only of a negative

quality, to our city-besmirched way of mind. We
do not absorb particularly (as intelligent adults, not

clods merely, for we can integrate) the thrill specifically

devised in the pistol shooting, the burning shack with

heroine tied to a post inside, the sheriff with heavy

jowl; they are for the children, by which we do not

mean only the young in years. Fine horsemanship

though, stupendous riding sometimes, exhibitions of

immense virtuosity with lasso, against a majestic

mountainous background; an environment of hard

country pitted against still tougher men satisfies our

inherent admiration for physical genius. For genius is

not only of the mind, it is of the body also. The
quintessential attraction of the cowboy western film

lies in this quality : jt epj-tomizes action. And ulti-

mately for most of us, for us who are not within

the category of artist, philosopher, or metaphysician,

what is action if it is not our little flights of fancy

made manifest?

§ 2. Thrill, melodrama, slapstick, they are the

c
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ingredients of which early silent cinema was made,

and upon which the whole enormous structure of the

modern industry has been built. It was an enter-

tainment whose salient characteristic was crudity,

both of subject and of technique. Its fundamental

aesthetic properties from the beginning could have

been visualized, however, for here was the embryo of

an art-medium which of a sudden fulfilled the half-

conscious strivings of artists for centuries. But this

flicking picture post card had no business with art, it

was a world of actuality, it had to be dealt with.

A story in pictures, a description in mime. That is what it

was basically capable of being, its foundation thereby

being in one of the oldest known means of human
communication. It had no voice, there was no aural

faculty indigenous to it, it was a mute world. More-

over, it was a world visually of infinite gradations

of grey. A picture book, but with a difference

—

the

pictures moved. An elaborate and highly ingenious

machine, so it seemed, admirably suitable for juvenile

amusement. And juvenile amusement is synonymous

with proletarian amusement, and that is what pre-

cisely the original commercial exploiters (and Lenin)

understood most fully of cinema. The silent film with

written words (titles) here and there specifically used

to simplify asked for no thought from the spectator.

His imagination was never asked to fly, merely to

hover, to remain in equilibrium between the logical

sequence of images presented to his vision and the

resultant of their sum total over any one period of
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time. In short, he was aware continually of a

replica (and a quite accurate one, too) of that

world he knew best, the 'common-sense' world of

actuality.

Added to this common-sense world of full con-

sciousness was the consimilitude the machine has

with the dream-world; this very flicking quality, this

instantaneous tacit hiccough eliminates the space-time

continuum which is indissolubly with us in our waking

existence. For in the super-real world of dream we
go in no-time from London to New York ; we can

occupy a duality, even a multiplicity of spaces

simultaneously. And so we can in cinema. The partly

submerged psychological condition of the spectator

brought about by fusion of the actual and the

super-real in this way, the visual images accompanied

by no precise aural counterpart, almost does away with

the use of thought entirely. We are called upon to

exercise stimulus for recognization, that is all. The
mind is not even asked to dwell upon the primitive

symbolism oflanguage except occasionally when a title

appears. We are reminded of Warwick in Saint Joan

when he says :

c

. . . there is nothing on earth more

exquisite than a bonny book, with well-placed columns

of rich black writing in beautiful borders, and illumi-

nated pictures cunningly inset. But nowadays, instead

of looking at books, people read them.' Warwick
prefers to look; it is easier to look than to read. If

to-day we call Warwick's preference proletarian we
shall not be far amiss.
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For the nineteenth century, inaugurated by the

pitiful catastrophe known as the Industrial Revolution,

has handed down to us as heritage a type of free

slave whose sole desire, when not engaged upon his

mind-benumbing occupation of guarding a machine,

is retreat, not into a world of his own imagination

stimulated by word or sound, but into a romantic

dream-world manufactured for him by someone else.

In fact, the nature of his life, taken to a logical

conclusion, eventually precludes the possession of any

imagination at all. But he is human, this poor wretch

;

and being human he is intuitively aware that the mind

can give pleasure even if only of a poor, second-rate

kind. Hence the proletarian propensity for alcohol.

For, in this country, prior to the war, the working

man had little outside the public-house with which to

occupy himself in his spare time. The coming of the

moving-picture housed in its showy palace, distantly

akin to the healthy tawdriness of the village fair,

provided the Great Alternative. A totally different

kind of dope had arrived. And upon examination

it was found to be of rather better value for money than

the previous one and only kind available. It also

had the considerable advantage of not inconveniencing

the body. Thus is the intense popularity of cinema

(and decline of drunkenness) with the masses accounted

for. It is really the substitution of one sort of dope

for another; and, on the whole, the new dope is very

much better than the old.
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§ 3' Growing popularity meant increased revenue
\

for the promoters, and with profits rising courage

became more firm. The spectacle presented became

more elaborate, no expense was spared in attempting

the technical development of the machine, there arose

the beginnings of a campaign towards the inducement

of more and more patrons. The complicated half-

science of showmanship came into being, the cinema

hall was to be truly a palace, all directed towards this

campaign of inducement. For the great middle class,

so mightily in power, had only approached with

trepidation. There were complaints of flutter per-

nicious to the eyes, ofbad ventilation, conducive to the

spread of contagion. That must go if the bourgeoisie

were to be caught. And so the Royals and Grands

became Empires and Majesties. Air-purification and

shutter - mechanism went hand -in -hand towards a

common goal.

Despite the essentially casual nature of cinema-

going amongst the majority, the continual coming

and going, when feet are trodden upon and hats

battered in, the habit of 'popping in to a picture,
5

akin to
c popping in for a quick one,

5

did not apply so

largely to the middle class. In Great Britain par-

ticularly, the middle class have always treated going

to the theatre with a certain preparation. Not, mark
you, out of any respect for the theatre, for it is funda-

mentally incapable of regarding the theatre in any but

an aphrodisiacal way, but on account of an indubitable

excitement attached to the mere business of
c going
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out
5

itself, an exhilaration at getting away from the

humdrumness of home routine and 'family' malaise.

The roots of this purely objective excitement go much
deeper probably, the origin being religious with the

idea of festival predominant. But the middle class

was not in the habit of ' popping in.
5

It took an

inducement, additional to 'the pictures
5

themselves,

to bring off any response on a large scale. The
picture-palace must not be merely a hall or theatre

for showing films; it must become a rendezvous, the

churchyard on Sunday morning, a place where people

can meet and gossip; but unlike the churchyard,

provided with thick pile carpets into which bourgeois

corns can sink, afternoon tea, and ice-cream soda

fountains and lounges and dancing upstairs to jazz

music, a sort of Venusbergian club. Thus grew the

super-picture-palace and the super-film with it. For

the showman's bell was very loud, and the middle class

started to come; and the proletariat came in their

greater hordes, for compared to the hideousness of the

hovels in which they live this sort of palace is not

merely a palace but a veritable Taj Mahal. Million-

aires appeared on the cinematic horizon. It was a

peak period for second-rate musicians. Orchestras of

thirty to forty players were employed to accompany

the films with a dulcifying aural tickle.

Parallel with this growth, there had been going

on another cultivation of phenomenal subtlety. The

greater proportion of cinema audiences are composed

of women; statistics show this to be an undeniable
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fact. The casual
c popping in

5

principle, the con-

tinuous programme all the afternoon and all the

evening mainly account for it.

Household necessities having been ordered or bought,

the solemn business of
c shopping ' then starts in deadly

earnest, and the ritual attendant upon gazing at,

comparing, measuring, feeling, smelling, and finally

the purchasing of 'stuff' goes on as regularly as night

follows day. Exhausted, buffeted, and battered, but

proud in supposedly having achieved a bargain in

getting a yard of crepe -de- Chine a halfpenny cheaper

than at Squeaker's up the street, tea is indicated

and an hour at
c

the pictures.' So in she pops, our

housewife, to be lost in a dream-world especially

manufactured for the likes of her. Being a woman, an

average woman, she is not very interested in ideas, but

she is mightily interested in personalities. What she

does in the darkness of the hall is not to absorb but to

feel with the characters in the story unfolding before

her, to identify herself with those of her own sex, and to

satisfy her wish-fulfilment (if only George or Harry

or Bert were as handsome) by the opposite. They
become, these characters, not persons in one story, but

after a time, real persons to her, participants in a saga

which is their screen life through innumerable stories.

Each story per se is of little importance; it is the

situations, almost always some variety of sexual com-

plication, in which these 'personalities' find themselves,

that matter. For very few are actors, the
c

stars' of

the screen, they are merely handsome men and
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beautiful women mostly, whose features happen to be

cinegenic, well-suited to the technical demands ofcamera

and lighting, essentially individuals whose glitter is of

a surface quality, creatures whose quintessence lies in the

brilliance of their outer shell. They are puppets, ideal

puppets in a physical sense, and what are puppets if

not a symbol?

The intense deliberation with which the building-up

of the 'star system' has been pursued is one of the major

factors contributory to the success of the American

film. It is doubtful if the whole reason for the method's

success is fully understood, but from the first it paid.

As soon as it became clear that 'arresting' personalities,

rather than good stories, brought in box-office receipts,

the campaign commenced and has not ceased to this

day. Neither, for some time at least, will it cease,

because its existence provides a certain liberation for

a good many millions of people, and as such it is of

considerable social significance. Annie and Daisy and

Ethel associate with their favourite star of the opposite

sex the romantic illusion of the perfect lover. To the

favourite of their own sex they ascribe a function

which is best made clear by saying it consists essentially

in personification, putting themselves into their favourite's

shoes ; for she epitomizes what they themselves would

most like to do and what they would like most to be.

Tom and Dick and Harry react in just the same way.

An immense class of people, far-flung and widely

international in its ramifications, has arisen as a result

of the cultivation of this hero-worship, star-adoration,
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or call it what you will. They are designated by the

original American name of 'fans.
5 And the 'fan' has

enabled to thrive a parasitic journalism which, by the

nature of its subject matter, presents one of the ugliest

aspects of the entire cinema world. For the whole

purpose of fan papers (and they are legion) is to reveal

in nice, gossipy titbits what sort of lives the stars lead

in private. Ostensibly, of course, they 'cater for

those interested in the screen,
5 and a variety of other

material, such as reviews and so on, also appears.

Some are frankly pornographic, and are no better or

no worse than other publications of the kind ; we need

not concern ourselves with them; they are, as usual,

quite childish in the snivelling-little-schoolboy-nude-

woman type of picture they house. In passing,

however, we can indulge ourselves the pleasure of a

sardonic laugh at the spectacle of our pretty police-

men seizing the poems of D. H. Lawrence and the

novels of Mr. James Joyce whilst this rubbish can be

bought at any bookstall. What is of far greater

importance is the insidiousness of the better class fan

paper; for it will tell you in detail Miss So-and-so's

normal breakfast menu, whether she eats with gold or

silver cutlery, the temperature of her bath (and, of

course, the smell of her soap) she usually takes before

eating her breakfast, and whether, having eaten her

breakfast, she runs round her garden (with swimming
pool) six times, stands on her head, plays Bach on a

special mighty organ, or reads Kant sliding down the

banisters, as a special aid to digestion before departure
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to the studios. All of this it will tell you in most

laborious detail, whilst afterwards your eyes may feast

on photographs of her more intimate apartments,

such as boudoir or bedroom.

It must be said in fairness to the papers themselves

that they are not entirely to blame for the deplorable

state of affairs which exists in this direction to-day.

The publicity policy of the producing companies is

as much responsible as the fan press. True, if you

manufacture underwear orvacuum cleaners or anything

else you have a right to make known the fact by adver-

tisement in order that you may sell your product to

an unsuspecting and easily beguiled public, the very

public, in fact, ultimately, who gives you that right.

The film industry finds it necessary to advertise its

wares as much as any other, and has an equal right

to do so. What is questionable, however, is whether,

taking into account that what the industry has to sell

is tinned emotion provided by its puppets especially

groomed for the purpose, it has the right to turn its

puppets (who happen to be human) into public prosti-

tutes. For that is what it amounts to, this parading of

private lives before the public gaze. The information

is issued by the publicity departments of the various

companies by whom the stars are contracted. Natur-

ally, it is seized upon by the fan press, which finds

its publication an exceedingly profitable proposition.

And it is because this gossip is read with such avidity,

gorged up in great luscious mouthfuls with eyes agloat,

that we have proof final of the star system's enormous
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popularity, and the very close and personal influence

it must exercise. It is unbelievable that any one should

want to read the sort of intimate details made avail-

able unless they have some deep personal interest in

the persons concerned. Moreover, what can be the

real reason for thousands upon thousands of young

girls collecting every possible sort of photograph of

their favourite and putting them all over the walls of

their bedrooms, for the more violently demented of

this strange and enormous cult actually to found clubs

bearing the name of a particular actor or actress?

The reason, I believe, is not far to seek but hidden by

a wellnigh impenetrable barrier of taboo. The stars

constitute a symbol for sexual liberation. Whether

it is taken to a physical end or not, it is, of course,

impossible to say ; the white-hot enthusiasm with which

star-worship is taken, however, particularly with the

lower classes, would seem to indicate as much. D. H.

Lawrence, in his famous pamphlet Pornography and

Obscenity , says

:

The pornography of to-day, whether it be the porno-
graphy of the rubber-goods shop or the pornography of
the popular novel, film, and play, is an invariable stimulant
to the vice of self-abuse, onanism, masturbation, call it

what you will. In young or old, man or woman, boy
or girl, modern pornography is a direct provocative of
masturbation. It cannot be otherwise. . . . Sex must go
somewhere, especially in young people. So, in our
glorious civilization, it goes in masturbation. And the

mass of our popular literature, the bulk of our popular
amusements just exists to provoke masturbation. Mastur-
bation is the one thoroughly secret act of the human being,
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more secret even than excrementation. . . . Now I have
heard men, teachers and clergymen, commend masturba-
tion as the solution of an otherwise insoluble sex problem.
This is at least honest. The sex problem is there, and you
can't just will it away. There it is, and under the ban of

secrecy and taboo in mother and father, teacher, friend,

and foe, it has found its own solution, the solution of

masturbation.

Supposing this hypothesis could be proved, which it

cannot, the proof would not point to any alarmist

theory that a western world of half-idiots was slowly

being born, as Lawrence further contends; on the

contrary. It would, I think, point to the undeniable

fact that it is preferable for a young man to indulge in

onanism than be party to the increase of prostitution.

Granted, as Lawrence says, that onanism produces a

sense of shame, anger, and futility, it is a moot point

if this frustration until marriage is not preferable to

the further wholesale dissemination of venereal disease.

If the vice of onanism exists, as Lawrence (who, cer-

tainly, is an extremist) says it does, then we must

admit it. It would be more constructive, however,

if the moralists who are so appalled at the corruptive

influence of sex films were to turn their attention to the

suppression of the private life publicity of the partici-

pants in them, rather than to the films themselves in

which Wrong only on the rarest occasions triumphs

over Right.

§ 4. It might be thought by any one reading the

above who is not a regular film-goer that cinema halls
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are places of the blackest iniquity and dens of moral

corruption. That, of course, will depend upon the

sort of person he is and the liberality of his mind.

Even supposing, however, he is of the sort who consider

the discussion of sexual psychology wholly shocking,

he will find in cinema plenty that has nothing to

do with sex whatsoever, and even amongst the stars

themselves a large number who are a good many
miles removed from the category of those possessing

' sex-appeal.
5

For there are actors who really act, whose work carries

the burden of making tolerable the slender stories into

which they are often put. There is, for* example,

George Arliss, darling of old ladies in cathedral towns,

who, whether portraying Disraeli, Wellington, or

Richelieu, still manages to be Mr. Arliss. On an

altogether different plane there is Charles Laughton,

whose Henry the Eighth, Edward Moulton-Barrett,

and Ruggles are three entirely different men. Mr.

Laughton, indeed, is that rare phenomenon : a great

actor. There is the incomparable Bergner, the genius

of whom it would be redundant to do more than

mention. There is a magnificent wealth of talent

amongst supporting players whose work has been the

backbone of many a film lacking any real distinction

bar their contribution. There is a long array of

comics and clowns, whose work makes for a healthier

sanity amongst nations. The universality of a Chaplin

film helps to sow the seeds of better international

good-will far more than the implorations of publicists
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and statesmen. The American sociological film (viz.

The Front Page, Quick Millions, The Wet Parade, Scarface,

to mention a few) , whose appearance is ofcomparatively

recent date, shows a sincerity, a tenacity of purpose in

exposing social cancers of the moment, an altogether

altruistic disinterestedness on the part of its producers

which is wholly admirable.

Amid the thunder of righteous indignation the

gangster film has occasioned, it would have been more

to the point had someone amongst the moralists paused

to look at what they were fulminating against. For the

gangster, only on the rarest occasions, gets away with it.

The hard, practical toughness of the American is such

that he is not in the least afraid of self-criticism. The
c

cycle
5

of gangster films (of which many as films

objectively are exceedingly good) was really a campaign

of explicit propaganda, a continual pointing of the

finger. As documents of political morality they show

a determination to uphold law and order at all costs,

which surely, to a conventional moralist, should be a

matter for satisfaction rather than for vituperative

expurgation.

The trouble with our would-be censors is that they

have a remarkable capacity for never looking beyond

the tips of their noses. 'Cleaner films' is a phrase

without meaning. What is poison to the Arab is

ambrosia to the Chinaman. It is not very much use

busying yourself with the moral corruptibility of a

young man or woman living with three families in

one room of a house in a slum street that is all but in
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a state of collapse from decay and dirt. And the

millionaire in any event is past corruptibility. And the

bourgeois, sitting tight in placid contemplation of his

own excellence, is not likely to take you very seriously,

for 'art and entertainment and all that' is not a very

serious matter in the bourgeois's opinion. So your

war is really rather a hopeless one. But allowing there

are always people intent upon interference (a sort of

perversion of the wish to serve), it would be more useful

if this energy in relation to cinema were concentrated

in another direction : not towards the films themselves,

but the buildings in which they are exhibited, and

the means by which they are advertised.

Amongst calamities which include
c

ribbon' develop-

ment, the suburban villa, befoulment of the country-

side with c

shacks' and mock-cottages in ye olde

Englyshe manner, there has been born and bred a

hideous architectural monster called the super-cinema.

Whenever a speculative builder puts up his atrocious

little rows of villas, one of these fearsome beasts will

make its nest in the middle of them. The species are

characterized by no special features of similarity except

in two qualities of an odd and most spectacular kind.

Nearly all of them are covered in gas-discharge tube

lighting of the neon variety sufficient to illuminate

the entire street in which they squat; but a far more

eccentric peculiarity is their habit of allowing their

exteriors to remain half-finished.

You would think here was an opportunity without

parallel for experiment in the new architecture of
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concrete and steel on a useful and comprehensive scale,

that the enfant terrible of the twentieth century would

take its waddling little brother by the hand. By no

means. The whole concept of the design of these

buildings is to put up an imposing facade irrespective

of any other consideration. Accordingly, facades in

neo-this and quasi-that, all rather like that most unholy

of architectural bastards, the present Regent Street,

abound in dense profusion. One could become re-

conciled more to these unlovely palaces if they were

in any way conceived as a whole, even finished in

the same material. But what we have is a front of

immense solidity of appearance, usually faced in some

pleasant stone or stone treatment, more or less stand-

ing isolated; for behind pokes out an ugly red-brick

posterior with a corrugated-iron roof stuck on the top.

You feel uncomfortably certain the whole building is

bogus. One does not ask that the super-cinema should

be built having a permanence and authority that would

be demanded of a Parliament House; it is apt that

the transitional nature of cinema should be taken into

account. The pavilions of an exhibition are usually of

a distinctly temporary kind, but that does not preclude

their design being fit for purpose and happy to the eye.

A further eyesore of the average super-cinema is

the appalling crudity of the posters displayed all round

it. If there was ever justification for censorship at all,

it is in the matter of poster advertising. The film

industry, of course, is doing no more than avail itself

of the immense facilities available to-day in this form
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of mass psychological inducement; unfortunately the

film industry has a very pronounced taste for ostenta-

tion, with the result that its posters are rather more

subjectively vulgar and objectively worthless than

most others. The whole business of poster advertising

is naturally objectionable to a person of sensibility,

for, apart from the chaos of colour, of line, and ofform,

there is the continual subjective insistence wherever

one's eyes may look that somebody's petrol or cheese

or soap is superior to somebody else's, a big upper-cut

directed to knock us senseless into accepting a con-

glomerated mass of half-truths, and directed, more-

over, to making us want something for which we have

no real need or desire. Such is the strategy on which

the bombardment of poster offensive is conducted.

A visitor from another planet standing in some main

thoroughfare of any big modern metropolis would

surely believe we were very markedly pagan, that the

flashing lights, whirling letters, enormous human heads

in neon and mercury vapour were graven images set

up in homage to our various gods. Indeed, he would

not be far wrong. We are far more consciously aware

of the brand of cigarette we smoke, the brewer of the

beer we drink, and the companies who are responsible

for our schoolboy complexions, than we are ofthe names

of our so-called spiritual benefactors.

The film poster attempts the impossible in that it

tries to show arrested action. Only a very skilled

painter can do such a thing, and then with little success

as action essentially implies time. The spatial arts are

D
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distinguished by their non- temporal nature. Still-

photographs of films and plays which invariably hang

outside the doors of cinema halls and theatres are

possibly the worst form of advertisement the entertain-

ment to be had within could be given. It is rather as

if we took a chord from a new orchestral piece and

played it by itself in order to demonstrate the piece's

excellence. But the poster is no photograph or exact

replica of a ' situation.
5

It is an attempt by the

designer (if such in the vast majority of cases he may
be called) to create a super-situation from the still-

photograph. Thus, to obtain this end his work will

take on a quality which may be quite lacking in the

film it purports to advertise. A melodramatizing will

occur of an event which may be quite unmelodramatic.

If posters there must be, there is surely no reason why
some attempt should not be made to present the

material impressionistically. It is, of course, the bogy

of pure representation, verisimilitude at all costs, which

causes most of the trouble. It must be admitted,

however, there are a great many posters done each

year considerably superior as works of art to the dull

daubs of nearness to truth which hang at the Royal

Academy. What can be done in poster advertising is

admirably demonstrated by the splendid policy of

the Underground Railway in London. Here is no

brute attempt to bludgeon you into travelling if you

prefer to take a taxi or walk; rather, you come upon

the reproduction of a painting, often quite excellent,

which in the gentlest way possible will remind you of
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its purpose. The first consideration is to give pleasure,

then to tell you why it is being given. And the

difference between this particular form and poster

advertising as usually applied is that the former has

taste and the latter none.

§ 5. When the silent film seemed to have reached

an apex in grandeur of spectacle, when far fewer

stars than there are now were better known inter-

nationally than the world's statesmen, there burst

upon the West a scientific marvel which since has

spread its tentacles over the entire globe with far-

reaching consequences. Broadcasting may be said

appreciably to have altered the shape of things. Apart

from the seeming magic of catching sounds from the

air, akin to the schoolboy pleasure of catching fish

from the pond, but vastly superior to it, there was the

immense satisfaction in the fact that anybody could

indulge in this sport should he feel so inclined. No
skill was required—merely the acquisition of a coil of

wire, a pair of head-telephones, a crystal of iron

pyrites, and a cable attached to an elevated pole, the

whole wired together according to recipe.

Arriving at the time it did, broadcasting provided

a God-sent hobby to a humanity already become
mechanician-mad. You could perform this miracu-

lous elaboration offishing yourself, that was the thing.

There arose an enormous weekly and monthly Press

solely devoted to instruction in the construction of the
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machine enabling you to do so. The more compli-

cated the machine, the greater the variety offish. An
industry came into being specifically engaged in the

manufacture of radio bits and pieces. Tom and Dick

and Harry would burn the midnight oil over blue-

print, proud in their accoutrement of soldering iron

and tweezers close at hand. Neither was this activity

confined to Tom and Dick and Harry. Most noble

lords could be discovered solemnly fidgeting with

terminal, grid-leak, and fixed condenser for sheer love

of it. The new wonder sent thousands to their homes.

It satisfied the desire to make, and it gave a glow, a

feeling of daring in pottering about with the unknown
that is electricity. Consequently, the first effect of

broadcasting on cinema was a marked decline in

attendance at cinema halls. For the fish, having

been caught, were entertaining in a very novel way.

Something new, the film industry saw quite clearly,

would have to be devised.

Broadcasting had come about as a practical possi-

bility almost entirely owing to a scientific device of

extreme complexity then known as the thermionic

triode—now known as the ordinary domestic radio

valve. The valve was the key, it held the master

position, and development in radio-telephony had for

years been synonymous with the evolution of the

valve. In 1906, British patent 18057, granted to

Eugene Augustin Lauste and two associates, specified

the 'Photocinematophone.' Here, it seemed, were

three obvious madmen claiming to be able to make
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a moving-picture talk. Comparatively little was then

known about moving - pictures, let alone ones that

talked. But Lauste's system for recording sound on

film synchronously with the photographing of a

moving scene was amazingly advanced for its time,

and we may look back to it now, giving credit due

to Lauste, which, of course, he has never had. The

photocinematophone had no valves, it was theoreti-

cally sound (in fact, it had most of the fundamental

principles of the present-day systems already in it),

but its practice could certainly not have extended

further than the laboratory. The valve, however, is

as much the key to the practical existence of the

sound-film we know to-day as it is to broadcasting.

The problems involved in the electrical amplification

of speech currents in sound-film recording and repro-

duction, in the transmission and reception of broad-

casting, are insoluble without it. So when Al Jolson

introduced, with a gigantic lachrymal sob, the new
c

all-talking, all-singing' film, it was the valve more

than anything which enabled the brothers Warner

to make what was then called their mad-hat experi-

ment of risking the very large sum necessary to let

Mr. Jolson make the introduction. In retrospect,

it seems strange there should have been so many
sceptics inside the film industry. The sound-film

really aroused the interest of the public the moment
it appeared. For this was a public that had just

recently undergone an intense training in the use of

its ears. And the use of the ear, without visual
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counterpart, occasions more concentration, in fact

more thought for full comprehension, than does the

use of the eye alone. Broadcasting had made millions

of people sound-conscious. The timbre of the voice

bellowing from the loud-speakers in cinema halls was

no new thing; it was the average timbre of broadcast

reproduction. Curiosity at the novelty of seeing a

man in two-dimensional monochrome speak, upon
very little reflection became logically accepted as the

obvious path the evolution of a perfect cinema would

take, from the point of view of verisimilitude. And to

the average man, verisimilitude in the arts and in

entertainment is the only criterion of their worth.

Not real, he will bawl at you if you so much as try to

introduce him to anything in the least stylized or

artificial by the nature of its form. That is one of

the many little blessings of 'universal
5

education. It

is not surprising, therefore, that the loudest objection

to the new cinema came not from the public, who
accepted it readily, but from the small avant-garde

minority who upheld cinema as an art. But the fact

that the silent film had always had a certain aural

counterpart in music never occurred to them. They

wrote a deal of glib half-truths about camera im-

mobility and editing restriction

—

montage was in danger

—entailed by the sound-track. A week's practical

work in any commercial film studio would have re-

vealed these suggestions to be unquestionably apparent,

but of no genuine consequence, for their solution lay

obviously in the improvement of technical details in
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production apparatus. It could only be a matter of

quite a short time before the editing flexibility of the

sound-track would be equal to the picture itself, and

camera mobility certainly as great as in the silent days

—as, indeed, they are to-day—facts no one having

really thought about the nature of the sound-film,

and having some knowledge of its practical working,

could fail to appreciate. It is easy to be wise after

the event. But we suffered a glut of nonsense about

'cinema having gone back to bed/ 'dialogue having

nothing to do with cinema,
5 and similar talk. The

art was all gone, no more montage, that is what it was.

And the irony of this criticism was that the critics

believed what they said. In the uproar ensuing in

every department of the cinema world, what the

avant-garde conspicuously failed to notice was that

cinema had gone a step further towards a genuine

form. For cinema-going was no longer mere titillation

of your eye-sense with your ear comfortably resting in

a trickle of sound. You now had to look and to listen

in order to understand at all what was happening in

front of you ; in short, you had 'to think.



CHAPTER II

/ sometimes allow my thoughts

^Jojdwell on the film—one day .

I^shall be uttering them at length.

—Thomas Mann, Past Masters.

§ i . Now,, what is the nature of this half-art of cinema,

this huge popular pastime of prodigious growth?

What relation, if any, does it bear to the arts of

antiquity, and most especially to the antique art of

drama ? For it is neither wholly temporal nor wholly

spatial, but a synthesis, like the play and the dance.

Time is an essential of its existence, as much as it is of

music and of literature. It differs from theatre, or

dramatic and lyric literature made materially manifest,

in no other essentials bar two, which now place it in

a category apart. Unlike theatre, it is physically free ;

and it can disintegrate ajscene giving an orientation

of viewpoint to the spectator that is nearly universal,

but only in a scenographic sense. Its quality of

physical freedom is its salient characteristic; the

capacity to present a raging storm at sea and a sedate

drawing-room with equal realistic dexterity and in

continuous sequence without interval. Thus does it

approach nearer the world of dream than any medium
known hitherto. For unlike literature in this relation^

it is materially visual, which literature is not. We
40
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can in literature be transported instantly from one

place to another, cognizance of it depending on our

imagination. In cinema, however, our imagination

is helped by! a transportation visually obvious to our
j

jjenses*—!jt can be argued, theatre does the same thing.

It does : with immense clumsiness, during which a

curtain is dropped. There can be no real continuity

of varying locale in theatre ; interval or pause is inevit-

able. The roof and four walls, the scene being there,

actually occurring and not a replica in two-dimensions

projected on to a screen, represent the space-time con-

tinuum to which we are irretrievably tied in our waking

life. Theatre l^r^/jjoinerna is a ^ replica of events that

have^eerLreaj^aSsembled in predetermined ordn\

The capacity to disintegrate—the breaking down of

the scenic macrocosm into microcosmic detail—is an

outcome of the indigenous physical freedom. Instan-

taneous alteration of scene is in a strictly visual sense

sudden pivoting of viewpoint.^ The observance of
/

a human ligure, full length, followed instantly by a

nearer view of the figure's head, is likewise. Jt is a

matter of^ scale, j Before we consider cinema's nature

further, lcTtiS" ttTake no mistake about this quality of

physical freedom, for jt is fundamental. Any theory
5

of "cinema "7s, ipse) facto, derived from it. Unfortu-

nately, [ffieTacFT^
~"

in speculative and critical writing on the subject,

hence the confusion as to what is valid and what is

not, all of which tending to strengthen the fallacy of

permanence. >r\ v.
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PLAN FOR CINEMA

Regarding^^ggjgg asja purely visual concept
1

irre-

spective of any aural counterpart, it would seem that

it approaches most nearly the condition of dialectic,

,

cnrj r.rete images replacing the mindimages^^
^By^Hie^symbols that are words, and their juxtaposition

.
jgbir.h Tna.1fe.s argument and conveys sense. Assuming

the individual shot to be the equivalent ofthe individual

word, as it were, we have an imagistic temporal re-

presentation of events dependent upon (as in literature

proper), not the shots thernselves., ,]?ut their relation .

to one another. Thus, full comprehension is not

within the single shot , as it i~not within the single

^ygUL

~

'i'he r.nntp.nt of the shot (or picture within the

frame) is relatively unimportant compared to the sense

conveyed by rath shots in determined position (as in

the sentence) progressing in a tempo and rhythm

born of themselves by their communal relation.

fa-Vml

Movement within each shotwill, therefore, be sub-

servient to movements occasioned by means external

to each shot as such; for duration of each on the screen

determine tempo, "and interrelated durations ofwill

any one or more to the whole will determine rhythm.

Moving fast is synonymous with high tempo, Conse-

quently, movement means not necessarily fast action

within each^ shot but an intrinsic qualitySjilm movement^

In jkerature^ a st^_ofj^itement_^

by quitejDrosaic words placed in such a way^and used
"

so staccat^KEnhat it seems we are hurling along at

huge pace. SihiilarTy in cinema, shots of no intrinsic

significance but, of course, all bearing some relation
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to the scene or part of the scene they show, will, if

used in the same staccato manner—each held on the

screen for a short time—produce the same effect.

JThe separate shots need not bej&ni&xtural in the sense

"of their purely visual^ontinuum^JPhysical freedom j *

*b\ pleads a priori to the possibility~of cinematic simile. _ '$/sSf

. ^V A shot showing a beggar being given alms immedi- .p~
<*? ^L ately followed by a pig being thrown food is an •<t^s

example. To take a further literary parallel, a shot

of a mother tending her baby who is laughing with

contentment, followed by a closer view of the laughing

• child, immediately followed by a shot of a meadow in

^ ^ tranquillity, again to be followed by the closer view

^ \ of the laughing child, is an example of cinematic

c* metaphor. ^ fr**-^.-, * *
-

-i •£

\ N^ Our criteria of this dialectical cinema must be ^d ^?

a ^ ^ temporal, and temporal only, for although essentially t ^ £l

vk %i visual it has no concern with thejfqtimess in the shape ^ ^>^ ^
*^\^ of things. Its business is with, actwn^ which lmpIielT^ ^ ^ S

~s\ movement and time. And itsTuSe"~"of movement is~" s* >sl» *w

& ^*Tiot" omymternal to the province within the picture K r! »v

-> ^ frame, as we have seen, but extra-provincial by the ^t ^ ^

""unique nature of itself. Objectively, Jt^is concerned

^Sl with kinematics,Ythe science of pure motion. J
^j^-^ 7^- <?

^ V" The sr.pnno*rRTtHt?rTrriVTfr^finn of vTewnnint (mrftera > ^
.

*ft \ The scenograjSfticforientation oi viewpoint Jcamera ^ ^
w* ^ viewpoint, which is always spectator's viewpoint) "is

~~

V

\fc* ^ viewpumt, wiiicii is always^ spectator s viewpoint; is s 3

£ <$k really no more than the cinematic equivalent of Pater's ^ * ^
* x. elegant variation. Thus, the separate shot (or cell, as ^ £ X

the theorists of this school prefer to call it) when & ">

approached with the apparatus criticus of the eye-man

v
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has no significance objectively; it is purely a sub-

jective entity. The camera per se can only reproduce,

and therefore the relation of its angle to the object

it is reproducing has no intrinsic aesthetical impor-

tance. It can do no more than transfer into

scenographic terms exactly what it sees; from where

it happens to see has no meaning aesthetically. For

verisimilitude remains verisimilitude whether it be

from the position of the worm on the ground or the

fowl in the air. It is a matter of where in space you look

from, not how you look; essentially a selective, in dis-

tinction to a creative process. Camera angle is of

incidental account in subjective context, its value

psychological. To look up at a man emphasizes his

physical superiority because he towers above you.

To look down to a human being or an animal provokes

a feeling of power over it.

The shot, then, is the raw material like the word.

Construction of the finished whole is selective, rather

after the manner of a craftsman in mosaic with his

multifarious collection of stones. An approximate

outline of the film's progression is set down, the raw

material then made.

Construction in any sort of creative sense does not start

until the raw material is sifted, selected, cut up into

celluloid strips of empirically determined durations

on the screen, until finally the right tempo and rhythm

relevant to what it is desired to say at any one moment
is achieved. Shooting, comparatively, is of secondary

importance. Evidently, in this world of film-dialectic,
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shot following shot as word follows word, there is no

place for histrionism. The nature of histrionism is

the absolutely interpretive character of the histrion's

work. In film-dialectic there is only one interpreter

of the film's subject, and he is the director-editor.

He will weigh, balance, and give counterpoise to

emotional values, not through the dexterity of his

actors, but in the editing of the raw material of which

they are only a part. He can by subtle juxtaposition

of shots, by careful timing of action and reaction,

create a purely cinematic emotional situation on

celluloid, which in the raw material condition, 'in

reality,
5 had no separate existence. A problem is

seemingly set here in determining whether editing of

this kind is not creative instead of selective. Super-

ficially, it appears to be creative. But the editing

process in such cases is not creative, because it is not

original in the strictest sense of the word. Its task is

to find the means whereby to achieve something already

specified in approximate outline. In that it is primarily

selective. Acting, therefore, in this world of building-

up, of pastiche (a very long way from the drama of

theatre), has no place. For this theory of cinema is

one of pure building-up, of pastiche, of montage. In

short, the theory of film-dialectic is the Russian theory

of montage. It was originated by Kuleshov, and has

been propagated by Pudovkin to the partial bewilder-

ment and misunderstanding of nearly every one in

the entire film firmament. The excellence of the

theory for its time is practically manifest in Pudovkin's
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own magnificent Storm over Asia, and Eisenstein's October,

two films which represent the pinnacle of achievement

in silent cinema and nearly, in spite of themselves,

jjcale the dizzy heights and become works of art.

The theory has exercised enormous influence in film-

producing countries, particularly in America, and been

applied very often with quite dazzling misappropriate-

ness to the dialogue film of to-day. This is the theory

the avant-garde critics seized upon and made their very

own, and about which they have never ceased talking.

The arrival of sound, at once making it partly invalid,

had no effect on them.

They became, these critics, saturated and bowled

over by montage. ^)
In view of their earnestness and obvious sincerity,

it is exceedingly surprising no one saw the opportunist

nature of montage built films. Their whole purpose,

from the point of view of the Government financing

them, was propaganda. Marxist doctrine was to be

directed with clear childish emphasis at a vast peasant

population. A cinematic technique was required

which would batter at the simple eye-sense of ignora-

muses. A theme perpetually the same—Marxism

—

and stories of the utmost simplicity. Explicitness was

the be-all, a standing order. A continual glorification

of the victorious revolution. Revolution implies action,

and action (implying movement) is the key to the

montage theory.

Its outstanding feature is crudity, despite all pos-

sibilities of simile and metaphor, because it is so

«.
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strictly limited. It ignores, with happy abandon, the

aural counterpart cinema had always possessed in

music, refusing to admit on aesthetic grounds the

vital part music had always played. (The fact that

silent cinema was like a dumb man never seemed to

have occurred to anybody.) Its abolition of the

camera's unique faculty for moving while photo-

graphing movement, logically in keeping with thesis,

of course (the abandonment of the internal value of

the shot), threw away a whole technique of its own,

full of possibilities. Its monochromatic, scenographic

quality, canonically assumed to be the dernier cri, made
absolutely no allowance for evolution or expansion

of the cinema machine. It assumed permanence

where none existed. The limitations it inevitably set

upon itself by excluding the world of histrionism, the

rich world of pantomime and mime, narrowed its use

to a specialized category of subject. With the arrival

of sound, the apple cart was completely upset. That

is why Russian cinema has stood still from that time.

§2. Whilst realizing the demerits of the montage

theory we must remember it embraces the core of film _

construction, and has exerciseaconsiderable influence

^fbr gooj v_ What then, you may say, is the core? The
core is physical freedom, absence of a visual space-

time continuum. The reason this property exists is

just because we do build in one sense, inasmuch as

the editing process is an integral part of construction
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jls we know it. The fact of a shot being taken here and

another shot there as two independent entities, pre-

scribed in the scenario to follow in sequence, and done

probably weeks apart, necessitates our actually joining

them together if the film is to have any coherent reality

at all. That is, always assuming cinema to have no

possibilities outside this form. For ifyou believe, as I do,

a cinema potentially exists now in which editing in the

montage sense is no more than merely the mechanical

business ofjoining locales together, then editing as such__

is a piece of technical routine and no more. But of

thatjresently.

/Etoingjo-da^y^iot necessarily the pure montage of

"the Russians, but a form of editing which partly evolved

from it, is by far the most important fundamental aspect

of the popular entertainment film. It was soon found,

after all the seeming restrictions imposed by sound, that

the sound-track could be edited just as the picture

could. ' Wild ' sound, recorded quite independently of

any visual counterpart of its own, can be recorded,

stored, as it were, and wedded to any particular shot

as required. For instance, it is unlikely (for practical

reasons) that a shot of a heavy gun firing would be

taken synchronously with the sound it makes. Such a

proceeding is, indeed, quite unnecessary. The c

stored

'

sound of a gun firing, recorded at some other time,

long before the picture of the gun is photographed,

can be wedded to the picture by the editor, and,

provided the quality of the recorded sound is approxi-

mate to the quality of the sound in reality which the
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photographed gun makes (which, of course, it will be,

for the sound of a similar gun to that in the picture will

be used) on the screen, the picture and the sound will

appear simultaneous. Both the photographing of the

gun, and the recording of its sound, we must appreciate,

are done in reality in separate time and in separate

space, yet on the screen, by virtue of editing, their time

and space will appear one. Thus, the sound-track,

in pure montage terms, is as editable as the picture.

Such possibilities open up an immense vista aestheti-

cally for use of significant sound in relation to picture

—a kind of visual and aural counterpoint.. Or so it

seemed. The Russians were quick to theorize. Having

denounced, together with the avant-garde critics, the

synchronous use of speech as futile, they then defined

sound-montage

.

It was, they said,
c

contrast between frame and track.
5

By this they meant presumably such things as a shot

of a timid little girl accompanied by the sound of

a deep-throated ship's siren (pointing thereby the

frailty of the girl by contrast with the majesty of the

ship), or a shot of a big, heavy man accompanied by

the gentle miauing of a cat (pointing thereby the power

ofthe man by contrast with the insignificance ofthe cat)

.

Obviously, such devices in a suitable context could

be very effective. But it was found upon more mature

consideration that the use of them is extremely limited,

that it is wellnigh impossible to build a whole film using

them as a principle of construction. Resort to speech,

either as commentary to picture or synchronously
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with picture, is inevitable. The limitations of signi-

ficant sounds are so great that the use of speech or

titles in the old silent-film manner is necessary for

intelligibility. The pure sound-film is as much a

fallacy as the pure montage film. Significant sounds,

that is to say, sounds which of themselves convey an

immediate mental image of their visual counterpart,

are few because of the essentially temporal nature of

sound itself, needing, therefore, duration for compre-

hension. And on the whole, the alertness of the

average person is of the eye and not of the ear. A series

of sounds disassociated from their basic images and a

series of images disassociated from their basic sounds

may certainly convey meaning—but it is a counter-

point for the few.

One can conceive a highly restricted form of cinema

along these lines, perhaps in the shape of the cartoon

film: the limitations set by availability of material,

however, the somewhat miniaturist nature such a form

would take, does not thereby preclude the possibility

of good work. A song, within its tenets, may be as

great as an oratorio. Size alone has nothing to do

with it. And in passing it is interesting to note that

by far the most significant sound-films are the Disney

cartoons. Their construction is not in accord with

the theory we have been discussing, but they point a

way in another and totally different direction which

we shall consider later.

Watching the best of Russian silent films, one was

objectively impressed first and foremost with their
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high tempo. Action became piled upon action. A crisis

would surely soon be reached, the cutting was becoming

quicker and quicker, it was an immense visual crescendo.

The Russians were indebted to the Americans for their

original _ notion of the necessity for tempo. Action

implying mwemenPcan only Begiven meaning J

through tempo. Without tempo it would no longer be

action, in the broadest sense of that word. We have

already said ,the outstanding characteristic of the

cowboy film is action. The entire Russian cinema ot

the montage school was really an elaborate extension of

the American cowboy film. Now action is peculiarly

amenable to a people in revolt; likewise to a people^

whose culture and wealth are rapidly^ expanding. It

!

characterizes most forcibly, drive, determination. The
will to do in antithesis to the desire to contemplate.

That, it seemstoli^^

and American cowboy film were so action-full. It has

bearing on, and is rather borne out by, the fact that

German silent cinema in its golden period—-^th^jyTA.

period under Pommer

—

is distinguished by its marked

lack of^ctionT^ The Germans were the first people to

introduce^ ffimflTinto cinema in distinction to action

Jpure an3sTmpl£^^
The American dialogue film to-day is more packed

with action than ever before. The master, ready to

learn, has gained by the exuberant brilliance of his

pupil. But Americans are much too quick-witted to

be caught by any superficial pronouncements on the

stupidity of synchronous speech. The machine now
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talked, the public liked it best when it talked volubly

and incessantly (fast moving, quick action), because

that was nearest the cinema the public knew and

had been conditioned into accepting. ^Very well, it

shall talk, but it shall not stand still in so doing.

The modern, high-tempo, wise-cracking, socially con-

scientious American film can be quite legitimately

regarded as built on a kind of dialectic theory after

the Russian manner. It is best explained, I think, by

saying it is really two films—an aural and a visual.

The theme7tfe"3rama, the story, are implicit in the

dialogue

;

they are made_explicit on the screen. Could

we but hear the dialogue, say, as a broadcast play,

the story would be quite comprehensible. The visual

counterpart, the other film, as it were, supplies an

additional explicitness to what is already implied in

the speech. The work takes on a more potent signifi-

cance, the two films hurrying along with neat grace in

co-relation. Such a film is Milestone's] TheFront Pa^\
i

^onejDfti^ films ever

produced. It is a forerunner of the category into which

will fall the television film of the future. It is content,

and properly so, I submit, to treat sound dialectically

in dialogue, letting vision be augmentative to it. It is

full of dialogue uttered at amazing speed, and it is full

of action from beginning to end. Unlike anything

likely to be seen in films built on a pure montage

plan, it does not discard the enormous value of the

internals of the shot
;
quite the contrary. It uses to the

full every possible opportunity for the camera to move,

TB£ /V\ov»n<£ cam bra —
¥\\OT06RAPH~\U6> 1TXKLf(lj oR THE
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in addition to the cinematic movement given by the

^editing._ The interesting fact, however, is that, on the

whole, those shots in which the camera is moving

(with great virtuosity, incidentally) give greater em-
jphasis to the dialogue than when editingj alone with

static shots is resorted to. By direction apounting to

genius, one is never conscious of the cadiera moving

purely for the sake of moving, in fact one/' is not aware

of the movement at all as pure movement, but only

the point made by reason of its haying happened.

Thus,J:here is a continual visual flow'; the film is never

aggressive in making one conscious of an aggravated

technique, which is the technique of pure montage. It

makes its points with suave and devastating efficiency

;

despite the highly-keyed attention it asks of the spec-

tator, one becomes swept along and away with it.

Subjectively, it is first-class satire. Objectively, it

upsets all the ideas advanced as to what a mono-

chromatic two-dimensional sound-film should be, but

it remains first and last a good film.

The reason, I think, is not far to seek. It is also

good, popular realistic theatre. A film such as this

has all the attributes of a well-written, well-produced,

and well-acted play, but with the tremendous advan-

tage (from ajrealistic point of view purely) of much
greater(verisimilitude

j
than the stage can give, and a

far greater fmHmacv7\ The ' barrier' separating the

audience from the actors is further broken down, the

spectator becomes more psychologically submerged in

what he is witnessing. It is once again the unique
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capacity of physical freedom used to etch character

by use of close-up, the breaking up of a group of

characters into detailed scrutiny by camera exploration

and individual shot.

Before proceeding to consider the social tendency

the category of cinema The Front Page represents, let

us briefly examine its aesthetic, if such it has. If art

be a reflection of reality, then this certainly is art.

If, on the other hand, art be a transmutation of real

values into a formal world, as we know it is, then this

certainly is not art. It is a collective interpretation of

realities made direct. An exhibition of enormous

virtuosity in craftsmanship, call it representational

popular art if you will. But art in the most severe

sense of the word, no. And by severe I do not

necessarily mean serious. The Magic Flute is 'light'

in every sense ; nevertheless, it is a great work of art.

Cinema, as yet, is representational, too direct. It

may show work, amongst individuals in the collective

whole, of fine sensibility: it may produce work by

interpretive artists, such as actors, which transcends

the medium and moves us by sheer individual capacity

alone, but that has little to do with the formal qualities

inherent in the medium.

Films such as The Front Page, however, are certainly

documents or chronicles. Every time one is made,

and in varying degrees of excellence they constitute

a large part of Hollywood's output, a document of

considerable veracity showing America as she is to-day

is stored for posterity in a tin. Their hard, tough,
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metallic brilliance, full of dry cynicism, and a sceptical

approach to things, is what you expect of a people on

the point of realizing Mammon is not all. ^Americans

are not afraid to laugh at themselves; the verb
c

to

de-bunk 5

is popular in the American vocabulary, as

indeed it is fast becoming in the English. Not that

the English appreciate true satire; they fancy a pro-

pensity for poking about after truth, but in looking

for it take very good care not to upset their ingrained

sense of decorum should it happen to reflect on

themselves. /

Films such as Twentieth Century\Blonde Bombshell,

and the grimly ironical I am a Fugitive from a Chain

Gang, are satirical comments on the age. It is as if

producer and director had stepped up and said

:

'Well, this is what you are, you folk; and, as you can

see, you 're a pretty poor lot in our opinion.
5 The

modern high-tempo dialogue film is probably the finest

instrument for satire that has ever existed. For the

essence of good satire is topicality. What may have

been intensely satirical to the^m de siecle, for instance,

will not strike us as so devastating to-day. We are

not of that period, and we can only appreciate a

period's satirists in relation to their period, not to our

own. There is little doubt, I think, Wyndham
Lewis's stupendous novel, The Apes of God, will

go down to posterity as one of the greatest pieces

of satire ever written. But its satiric value will be

judged historically; its pure value as art is in its

manner.
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Whence, now, the quick-firing, gold-digging, wise-

cracking, filibustering film of to-day? We have

observed its transitional nature, and how, as a result,

it is best suited subjectively to matters of the present.

What relation has it, then, to colour and to scenic

depth? For we must never forget it is monochromatic

and scenographic, that its evolution has reached thus

far only, from the point of view of the cinematograph

engineer. We may have a very admirable vehicle

for modern social comment, a kind ofvisualjournalism

;

indeed, it is obvious we have. But the cinematograph

engineer is forever striving after a greater verisimilitude.

He would like to see colour, stereoscopy, a wide screen.

He usually has no idea why he would like to see them,

but he thinks it would be a good thing, it would be

'more real.
5 Has, then, the film of to-day any future,

or is it about to shed its chrysalidinous shell and emerge

with the hues of a butterfly? For a coloured, stereo-

scopic film constructed on the principles in use to-day

in the dialogue film will have next to no meaning,

and that is what we have now to consider.

§3. In an article 1 published in 1934 I said: 'For

purposes of entertainment television must be synony-

mous with film television.
5 The establishment of

universal television, so assiduously dreaded by cinema

hall and newspaper proprietors, will do for broad-

casting what sound did for silent cinema. It will

provide the missing half. It will come assuredly, just

1 'Television and the Cinema': Wireless World, 28th December 1934.
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when vested interests consider the time is both ripe

and safe, no sooner, no later. The prelude is the

commercial necessity for a new kind of cinema. For

what is entertainment television if it is not cinema in

the home? The television receiver, as addition to and

part of the broadcast receiver, visually is identical with

the amateur cine screen. Outside direct television

transmission—news events of the first magnitude,

political speeches, talks by distinguished persons, and

so on—the remainder, and by far the greater part, must

prima facie be in the nature of film entertainment. It is

inconceivable that a television transmitter directed on

to a play taking place in a theatre could be anything

but boring to a degree. It would be an indifferent

replica ofwhat was happening in the theatre condensed

to the size of an advertising poster or less. And I

wonder very much whether merely by seeing those

ladies who stamp their feet with such violence in the

vaudeville programmes, our eyes are to become trans-

fixed towards the television screen in hopeless abandon

at the elegance of their calves, when we have already

been so severely stampeded into stupefaction by their

multiplicity in the all-screaming, all-jazz-stammering

Hollywood musical? Admittedly, the eyebrows of

George Robey and the moustache of Harry Tate are

corollaries to what those admirable comedians have

to say, and I feel something is sadly amiss when I hear

only their voices through my loud-speaker. Indeed,

I think fifteen minutes of Mr. Robey or Mr. Tate

would be infinitely preferable to, and considerably
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more beneficial than, the derivative, tautological,

pseudo-rhetoric which is the average political speech.

It is, therefore, somewhat with a feeling of having

sullied them by comparison that I would place

individual virtuosi in the television future with news

(which, by the nature of things, must consist mainly

of soldiers marching, battleships, soldiers marching,

aircraft, soldiers marching, or some newer and more

subtle form ofhuman devilry) and politicians, but that,

I am afraid, is where they must go. For the rest

—

plays, musical comedy, operettas, and so on, the form

of the modern film seems inevitable. The public will

accept nothing less. It has been conditioned into

accepting that form in scenographic monochrome,

because it is the right form, and if it is given a

substantially static, slow-moving picture also in sceno-

graphic monochrome, it will neither understand it

nor want to, merely saying how much better the show

is at the local picture palace. So the future of the

dialogue film as we know it to-day is a large one, for

the dialogue film (that term for purposes of argument

meaning also popular musical and part - musical

films) is what television will consist of in the main.

Ways and means need not concern us here : they will

be found. Already in Great Britain we have made a

wise start by putting television under proper control.

§ 4. With the technical perfection of colour cinema-

tography nearly achieved, it looks very much as if

we are on the eve of a step further towards the cine-
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matograph engineer's paradise. Of one thing we may
be quite sure : the general introduction of colour will

hasten the coming oftelevision, and every step forward in

television will hasten the general introduction ofcolour.

The increasing number of huge cinema halls must

have an alternative to the kind of entertainment they

provide at present. It would be much too similar to

television. Colour will provide that alternative. What
precisely will be its effect, and to what extent will it

alter the form of cinema?

Foremost, colour alone is not enough. It is anti-

pathetic to the film whose virtue exists in editing

(the film to-day), and for this reason. Colour is of

great psychological subtlety; it is the most powerful

of all visual phenomena in determining mood. Silent

cinema made considerable use of this value by using

different tinted prints for sequences whose psychological

keys were widely apart—lavender for storm and stress,

mysterioso; amber for sunshine and joy, vivace; and so on.

But, we repeat, only whole sequences were treated in

this way; never one shot lavender, then two shots

amber, then back again to lavender. And this was

occasioned because the change of mood would be too

violent, not only to the mind but also to the eye physi-

cally. Precisely the same conditions apply to a film

photographed in 'natural' colours. Even allowing

for the fact that a director and scenic designer who
knew at all what they were about, would work in

particular tones most fitting for particular sequences,

a colour film which continually cuts defeats its own ends.
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Colour, assuming it is not used after the manner of

a coloured picture post card, but in the way we under-

stand it in painting, implies a picture. A scenographic

entity, bound by a frame, in extremis essentially static.

The emotion we experience in coming upon a beautiful

picture is in the initial instance governed by the first

impact, as it were, we make with it. We may stand

and gaze and duration has no meaning for us. We are

of the pure present. The picture, and we as spectator,

are suspended in time. For a scene, be it a picture or

natural view, in common-sense terms has nothing to

do with time. In looking at a natural landscape, we
are conscious first and foremost ofthe essential staticness

and solidity of its form, not the details of movement
(implying time), such as the train in the distance, the

windmill turning, which may be in it. And, of course,

this applies equally to a view of Lower Regent Street

from the Eros statue as to a view of Sussex from

Chanctonbury Ring. In good painting, form and

colour are indissolubly one ; it is, indeed, the painter's

concept of form and colour which determines our

emotion, as Mr. Clive Bell has repeatedly pointed

out.

Now, mature appreciation certainly implies dura-

tion : we look. The actual fact of looking, the spec-

tator being, has nothing whatsoever to do with the

picture's value, though, as an instantaneous concept of

the painter's vision. We recognize the greatness of,

say, a Cezanne, the moment we see it; further con-

templation we may call a suspension of time to allow
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our senses to dwell in the picture's beauty. Thus

does our appreciation mature.

If, now, we come upon a picture and a few seconds

afterwards it is whisked away as if by magic, not only

will our appreciation never mature, but we shall

experience a distinct sense of frustration. But, you

say, the colour -film picture is not a painting—it

moves. That exactly is my point. Being bound by a

frame, coloured, and in two dimensions, gives it great

similitude to painting, yet it is not painting because it

is not static. We have already said in some detail

that not only does a film move internally within the

shot, but by external means also. Thus we are

removed still further from painting. We are yet so

near and yet so far.

Infinite pains in colorization to suit mood, more

particular care than ever in camera viewpoint and

scenic composition will be of no avail in a high-tempo

film continually cutting in order to achieve that tempo.

For the eye will want to rest on each shot as it passes,

to dwell on it. It will tolerate internal movement;

but it will not have hiccoughing at any price. What,

then, is the solution?

It seems to me, colour in cinema must have depth,

J*)o lt_That removes us a step away from painting, for

our medium is no longer two-dimensional. Colour and

depth? Merely greater verisimilitude, you might say.

I do not think so, for a film of colour and depth built

on the principles in use to-day would defeat itself. The

very fact that it cut would be unnatural, quite unreal.
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Now, suppose we had never seen a close-up, sup-

pose we had only known one camera viewpoint.

Furthermore, suppose we had never known a mono-

chromatic, scenographic film at all, but a colour

stereoscopic film with screen expanded to the full size of the

proscenium frame. That would be a form of theatre, I

suggest. And it would be a film theatre, physically

free. We would now depend on what the camera

sees, and the way we move it in relation to what it is

seeing while it is actually in the process of seeing.

It is no longer just a recorder of individual scenes

and parts of those scenes which have no meaning until

they are pieced together. The large screen has brought

the scene and the objects within it nearer their 'real
5

size. Remember, the distance of our camera viewpoint

is now fixed, irrespective of whether the camera is

moving or not. A close-up on such a screen would be

ludicrously large—and every time a shot cut, no matter

how skilfully the editing had been done, we would be

intensely aware of it. A cut would be tantamount

to a flash.

In some cinema halls, a device known as a magna-

scope is sometimes used to give size emphasis to particu-

lar sequences. The screen expands both horizontally

and vertically nearly to the full size of the proscenium.

I remember seeing the French version of Farkas's

The Battle with the battle sequence (it is a naval battle)

on such a screen. Its effectiveness, due to truer pro-

portion of screen size to big objects within medium-

and long-distance shots (battleships steaming at speed,
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and so on), was immense. But one was intensely

aware of the cutting, and, as may be imagined, close-

ups were absurd owing to their lack of proportion

relative to the now truer natural proportions ofmedium-

and long-distance views. A battleship, being a huge

object, always looks ridiculous on a screen of usual

proportions ; we obtain no idea of its real size. And this

applies equally, in descending scale, to all large objects

in medium- and long-distance shots. I have seen also

on the magnascope screen a particular shot in Char-

relPs Congress Dances, of which some critics thought

very highly, and rightly so, when the film first appeared.

The heroine has occasion to drive from her lodging in

the middle of Vienna to a palace on the outskirts.

JHer drive through the city, quite far into the country,

is shown in one shot; the camera follows the carriage

as it goes. Being a musical comedy, the heroine,

people in the streets, coachmen on the box, soldiery,

gendarmerie, and the peasants in the fields are, of

course, all singing vociferously. But this shot, even

on a screen of usual proportions, is very effective. On
the magnascope it takes on a further significance.

We, too, are being transported along with the heroine,

we have gone outside the four walls of the theatre on

the carriage drive with her. The large screen has

brought us psychologically closer to the scene because

it is in truer proportion—and we are further in it.

This shot gives but one somewhat veiled hint of

what the colour, stereoscopic film can become. We
have now a film theatre, a theatre identical with theatre
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as we know it, but without its attendant mechanical

paraphernalia. Moreover, a theatre in scenic scope

and possibilities for action transcending anything of

which theatre has hitherto been capable.

The first problem immediately apparent in such a

form of cinema is realism. But when we talk of 'the

art of the theatre ' to-day we know it has nothing to do

with realism. Any one who imagines realism to be

the beau ideal of theatrical art is merely knocking his

head against the inevitable brick wall at the end of

a cul-de-sac. Absolute realism in theatre implies,

not only a fourth wall (physically impossible so long

as the concept of looking through a frame is retained,

and theatres consequently remain in their present

form of architectural construction) , but acting of such

complete naturalness that it would no longer have

any sort of determination along a given path of char-

acter development, nor would it have any sense of

unity. Furthermore, dialogue would need to be no

more than exactly like a verbatim report of ordinary

conversation. Taken to this extreme, therefore, abso-

lute realism would be impossible, and quite stupid

even if it were possible. The art of theatre means very

much more than Ibsenism taken to its logical con-

clusion. Theatre also is more than dramatic literature.

It is visual and it is interpretive.

Its purely visual quality is obviously nearest to

painting. Imposed upon it, as it were, is the quality of

interpretation in time. Now, this quality is both visual

and aural, the latter (needing time) implying move-
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merit, unless the visual be entirely static, which would

be meaningless ; for the visual and aural are personified

in the actor. We have, therefore, a synthesis of the

static and the temporal. It would be convenient to

call it moving sculpture were those words not a con-

tradiction in terms. In sculpture you can look round

the corner—the orientation of viewpoint is circular.

In theatre, viewed through a frame, it is not. Let us,

then, just call it theatre, leaving fancy terms to those

who care to invent them.

Realism being somewhat akin to the man who
thought he had invented a perpetual-motion machine,

only to find the awkward little business of frictional

inertia had to be overcome, it is meet theatre should

turn its eye towards stylization from whence it came.

The origin of drama being religious, its form is

ritualistic. And the objective structure of ritual is

built on stylization. The stories of the Attic drama

were known to the Athenians; it was the manner of

their presentation that was of significance. Objec-

tively, appreciation of High Mass lies in the stylized

performance of its ritual.

A realistic production of Shakespeare betrays a

misunderstanding of Shakespeare as dramatic poet.

I do not, of course, mean naturalistic acting; the

conditions of poetic drama demand a stylized technique

of the actor in any event. Not that by this we should

fall into the common fallacy of supposing stylized

acting is acting technique. A good naturalistic per-

formance requires as much a technique of a different
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sort as any stylized performance does. I am referring

here to realistic decor. A stylized interpretation—actors

in semi-realistic (historically accurate) costumes—and

a realistic background contradict one another. A
scenically suggestive background does likewise. Better

to use the downright Elizabethan announcement,
c

a castle/ than to have a couple of property battle-

ments in curtains, which is merely a step towards

realism. And by removing the battlements, and play-

ing against curtains alone, we have reduced theatre

to the category of histrionism pure and simple. We
are back again at the original problem : the synthesizing

of the static and the temporal. There can be no

compromise in decor such as the use of impressionism

to stimulate mood. It still remains static, and stylized

interpretation projects out of it, as it were; no more

than that. The scene must play a part, and its part is as

important as the play itself and its histrionic interpretation.

It must be capable of change relative to what the

actors are saying and doing. As the actors progress

through the thematic content and the emotional

situations expressing it, so must the scene progress

too, and be augmentative to the progression. The
scenic artist is set his subject by the play; his concept,

and its transference into visual terms, is as important

as the actor's conception of a part. If I am not much
mistaken, Gordon Craig has been saying these things

for some years past. Being one of the very few genuine

men of the theatre alive, nobody, of course, has taken

the slightest notice of him. We must always remember
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one vital matter, however, where Mr. Craig's theory

of theatrical art is concerned. Taken to its ultimate

conclusion, in practice it would be impossible on a

stage. For the actors must move through the scene,

their process of moving inevitably changing the scene.

All the scene can do on the stage is to stand still and

give a semblance of change by lighting. In fact, on

the stage, the scene is forever panting along behind the

actor, and it needs must do ; the three brick walls of

the stage itselfforbid otherwise. It is impossible for the

actor and the scene to be a genuine unity, which they

should be. But in the film theatre we have discussed

—the colour, stereoscopic film—they would be a unity.

Practically all Shakespeare's plays seem written

with what must have seemed an utterly unattainable

ideal in mind. That perhaps is because amongst

many other things Shakespeare was a great man of

the theatre. There is comparatively little action in

Shakespeare, physical action, that is to say, compared

with modern standards. But the rich visual imagery

of the verse is packed with the finest of all action, the

mind's action in thought. The scenic artist's subject

is the objectivity of the verse; the result, a visual

symbolic counterpart. It would be essentially super-

real because Shakespeare, in this sense, is super-real.

O! when mine eyes did see Olivia first,

Methought she purg'd the air of pestilence.

The visual quality of those exquisite lines is amazing.

'Methought she purg'd the air of pestilence ' conjures
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up to our eye-sense the sun shining on a meadow
after a shower of rain.

It seems a long cry from Shakespeare to Walt

Disney. The Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony
cartoons, however, indicate very largely the technique

directors in the future film theatre will use; further-

more, they indicate a technique ideal for Shakespearian

production. In the Silly Symphonies it is the quality

of scenic change effected through a melting-away-

and-something-fresh-coming, a magical touch, which

makes them so attractive. Still more important are

those shots which follow a character over hill and

dale, transporting him through a scene, always

intensifying the situation in which we find him. For

shots of this kind, as we have mentioned, are key to

the colour, stereoscopic film. The very nature of the

scene is part of the drama. To take an example quite

at random and outside of any context, imagine a

heron standing near a bush of mimosa : imagine the

word-imagery such a scenic detail en passant might

signify, and we see at once the infinite scope ofwedding

visual concreteness to imagery already implied in

words.

It must not be thought that I am asking for a

Shakespearian production in which the actors stand

still and talk against a changing background. Obviously

that would be futile. But if the reader can banish

from his mind the whole conception of a set locale in

which the action is played, if he can imagine instead

a progression (walking towards spectator, walking away
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from spectator, a side view of the characters in progress,

all with requisite pause) of the characters through an

unreal scene in the direct sense, he will have grasped

the sort of technique I am attempting to outline.

Such a technique as this would be quite possible in

the monochromatic, scenographic film, but it would

be ineffective owing to smallness of screen size, lack of

colour, and depth. Proof of the possibilities inherent

in it, however, can be seen in the Silly Symphonies,

which, lacking depth and a large screen, are most

attractive when the camera is moving through a

changing scene with the character or characters.

It would be a technique particularly well-suited

to poetic drama, or, as I prefer to call it, drama

proper, for the modern 'naturalistic' play is really

an unfortunate accident where theatrical art is

concerned.

Modern poetic drama ofany merit is scarce. Stephen

Phillips enjoyed a vogue prior to the war, and at one

time it was quite seriously suggested he was a second

Shakespeare. With pretty logic, and thoroughly

English appreciation of such things, the second bard

was permitted to die in the workhouse.

Phillips is now almost completely forgotten ; he may
not have been a genius, but his work had great merit,

and I should not be surprised to see some of it

resuscitated in the cinema of the future. By far the

most interesting poetic drama of recent years, and of

peculiar interest to us in this discussion, is Hardy's

The Dynasts. I can lay some claim to being one of the
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first persons to point out the cinematic form in which

the epic is written, how, indeed, the whole lay-out

reads like a treatment for a film. One critic was kind

enough to plagiarize my remarks and set them forth

in accordance with his own entirely superficial views,

and since that time further suggestions have been

made of The Dynasts being a subject, Wessex-wrought,

ready packed for Hollywood.

I propose to deal at some length with Hardy's

magnum opus, for it is certainly the finest known example

of a work of art bursting its boundaries, groping for

a medium not yet come. Published in 1903, the

title page says: The Dynasts, An Epic-Drama of the

War with Napoleon, in Three Parts, Nineteen Acts, and

One Hundred and Thirty Scenes, In the preface to the

first edition Hardy writes

:

The Spectacle here presented in the likeness of a Drama
is concerned with the Great Historical Calamity, or Clash
of Peoples, artificially brought about some hundred years

ago. ... It was thought proper to introduce as super-

natural spectators of the terrestrial action, certain im-

personated abstractions, or Intelligences, called Spirits.

They are intended to be taken by the reader for what they

may be worth as contrivances of the fancy merely. Their
doctrines are still tentative, and are advanced with little

eye to a systemized philosophy warranted to lift 'the

burthen of the mystery
5

of this unintelligible world. The
chief thing hoped for then is that they and their utterances

may have dramatic plausibility enough to procure for them,

in the words of Coleridge, 'that willing suspension of

disbelief for the moment which constitutes poetic faith.'

That, of course, is Hardy's apology for his own ironic

comment on the Napoleonic drama. Of particular
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interest is his vindication of the epic's form. He would

have liked the stage, but he knew the stage could never

fulfil what he desired to show. Thus, he stipulates the

drama is for ' mental performance ' only. He continues :

. . . Readers will readily discern, too, that The Dynasts

is intended simply for mental performance
t
and not foE—

_the stage. Some critics have averred that to declare a
drama as being not for the stage is to make an announce-
ment whose subject and predicate cancel each other.

The question seems to be an unimportant matter of ter-

minology. Compositions cast in this shape were, without
doubt, originally written for the stage only, and, as a
consequence, their nomenclature of ' Act,' 'Scene,' and the

like, was drawn directly from the vehicle of representation.

But in the course of time such a shape would reveal itself

to be an eminently readable one ; moreover, by dispensing with

the theatre altogether, a freedom of treatment was attainable in

this form that was denied where the material possibilities of
stagery had to be vigorously remembered. 1

Hardy was obviously unconscious of the cinematic

form taking shape under his pen. The idea of a

physically free theatre probably never occurred to

him, even as a remote possibility. So far as I know,

Hardy's opinion of cinema has not been recorded.

Like most eminent men of letters, in all probability

he regarded it with abhorrence. Of one thing we can

be sure : when he wrote The Dynasts he had never set

foot in a cinema hall, for there were no cinema halls

for him to hayeset foot in. If he saw the silent-film

version of Tess of the Z)' Urbewilles, if he had been alive

to see the sound-film version of Under the Greenwood

Tree, he must have been impressed by the similitude

1 My italics.
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of the technique of cinema to his own, self-evolved

form in which he cast his great drama. I propose

now to quote two or three parts of scenes from

The Dynasts in order to show Hardy's relevance to

cinema, and, in particular, to the colour, stereoscopic

film we have been discussing. At the very beginning,

in the Fore Scene, a cinematic technique reveals

itself. The Spirit and Chorus of the Pities, the Shade

of the Earth, the Spirits Sinister and Ironic with their

Choruses, Rumours, Spirit-messengers, and Recording

Angels have been speaking. They are addressed by

the Spirit of the Years :

Spirit of the Years:

Methinks too much assurance thrills your note

On secrets in my locker, gentle sprites

;

But it may serve—our thought being now reflexed

To forces operant on this English Isle,

Behoves it us to enter scene by scene,

And watch the spectacle of Europe's moves
In her embroil, as they were self-ordained

According to the naive and liberal creed

Of our great-hearted young Compassionates,

Forgetting the Prime Mover of the gear,

As puppet-watchers him who pulls the strings

—

You '11 mark the twitchings of this Bonaparte
As he with other figures foots his reel,

Until he twitch him into his lonely grave

:

Also regard the frail ones that his flings

Have made gyrate like animalcula
In tepid pools.—Hence to the precinct, then,

And count as framework to the stagery

Yon architraves of sunbeam-smitten cloud

—

So may ye judge Earth's jackaclocks to be
Not fugled by one Will, but function free.
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The nether sky opens, and Europe is disclosed as a prone and

emaciatedfigure, the Alps shaping like a backbone, and the branch-

ing mountain-chains like ribs, the peninsular plateau of Spain

forming a head. Broad and lengthy lowlands stretch from the

north of France across Russia like a grey-green garment hemmed
by the Ural Mountains and the glistening Arctic Ocean.

The point of view then sinks downward through space, and

draws near to the surface of the perturbed countries, where the

peoples, distressed by events which they did not cause, are seen

writhing, crawling, heaving, and vibrating in their various cities

and nationalities.

Spirit of the Years {to the Spirit of the Pities) :

As key-scene to the whole, I first lay here

The Will-webs of thy fearful questioning

;

For know that of my antique privileges

This gift to visualize the Mode is one
(Though by exhaustive strain and effort only).

See, then, and learn, ere my power pass again.

A new and penetrating light descends on the spectacle, enduing

men and things with a seeming transparency and exhibiting as

one organism the anatomy of life and movement in all humanity

and vitalized matter included in the display.

6 The nether sky opens ' reminds us instantly of the

familiar fade-in on the screen. 'The point of view

then sinks downward through space ' is very like the

camera-movement specification for the opening shot

of many a modern film. < . . . enduing men and

things with a seeming transparency . .
.' is a truly

remarkable forecast of what a piece of film negative

looks like. In Part I, Act i, sc. 6, the Coronation of

Napoleon in Milan Cathedral, the scene ends with a

description which might be described in technical

terms as
c

a crane shot tracking backwards and rising.
5
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Any regular spectator of modern American films

will appreciate visually what Hardy had in mind.

He says

:

The scene changes. The exterior of the cathedral takes the

place of the interior, and the point of view recedes, the whole fabric

smalling into distance and becoming like a rare, delicately carved

alabaster ornament. The city itself sinks to miniature, the Alps

show afar as a white corrugation, the Adriatic and the Gulf of
Genoa appear on this and on that hand, with Italy between them,

till clouds cover the panorama.

Part I, Act ii, sc. 3 describes the camp and harbour

of Boulogne during the time Napoleon and a large

army were concentrated there, and the fear of invasion

in southern England was very real. As a piece of

descriptive writing, its visual quality is so vivid that

one automatically sees it as a series of shots. In fact,

it is a more or less accurate replica of a film treatment,

the word 'treatment' being used in scenarist's parlance

to denote a broad outline ofsubject and the technique to

be applied, in distinction to a final scenario or shooting

script. We must appreciate that Hardy visualized

the scene
c

whole,' possibly from an aerial viewpoint,

a 'camera angle' of which he was very fond, for

repeatedly in The Dynasts various panoramic scenes

are described from a position as if the reader were to

suppose himself in a balloon. I propose to quote the

scene to the middle of Napoleon's second speech,

exactly as Hardy wrote it. Then I shall endeavour

to show how it would be treated dialectically. The
difference between the two will reveal the difference

between a physically free theatre or the colour, stereo-
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scopic film of the future, and the monochromatic,

scenographic film of to-day.

Scene 3

The Camp and Harbour of Boulogne

The English coast in the distance. Near the Tour d'Ordre

stands a hut, with sentinels and aides outside; it is Napoleon's

temporary lodging when not at his headquarters at the Chateau of
Point-de-Briques, two miles inland.

DUMB SHOW

A courier arrives with dispatches, and enters the Emperor's

quarters, whence he emerges and goes on with other dispatches to

the hut of Decres, lower down. Immediately after, Napoleon

comes out from his hut with a paper in his hand, and musingly

proceeds towards an eminence commanding the Channel.

Along the shore below are forming in afar-reaching line more

than a hundred thousand infantry. On the downs in the rear of the

camps fifteen thousand cavalry are manoeuvring, their accoutrements

flashing in the sun like a school of mackerel. The flotilla lies in

and around the port, alive with moving figures.

With his headforward and his hands behind him, the Emperor

surveys these animated proceedings in detail, but more frequently

turns his face towards the telegraph on the cliff to the south-west,

erected to signal when Villeneuve and the combined squadrons

shall be visible on the west horizon.

He summons one of the aides, who descends to the hut ofDecres.
Decres comes out from his hut, and hastens to join the Emperor.

Dumb show ends.

Napoleon and Decres advance to the foreground of the scene.

Napoleon :

Decres, this action with Sir Robert Calder
Three weeks ago, whereof we dimly heard,

And clear details of which I have just unsealed,

Is on the whole auspicious for our plan.

It seems that twenty of our ships and Spain's

—

None over eighty-gunned, and some far less

—
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Engaged the English off Cape Finisterre

With fifteen vessels of a hundred each.

We coolly fought and orderly as they,

And, but for mist, we had closed with victory.

Two English were much mauled, some Spanish damaged,
And Calder then drew off with his two wrecks
And Spain's in tow, we giving chase forthwith.

Not overtaking him, our admiral,

Having the coast clear for his purposes,

Entered Corunna, and found orders there

To open the port of Brest and come on hither.

Thus hastes the moment when the double fleet

Of Villeneuve and of Gauteaume should appear.

[He looks again towards the telegraph.

Decres (with hesitation) :

And should they not appear, your Majesty?

Napoleon :

Not? But they will; and do it early, too!

There 's nothing hinders them. My God, they must!
For I have much before me when this stroke

At England 's dealt. I learn from Talleyrand
That Austrian preparations threaten hot,

While Russia's hostile schemes are ripening,

And shortly must be met.—My plan is fixed

:

I am prepared for each alternative.

If Villeneuve come, I brave the British coast,

Convulse the land with fear ('tis even now
So far distraught, that generals cast about
To find new modes of warfare

;
yea, design

Carriages to transport their infantry !)

—

Once on the English soil I hold it firm,

Descend on London, and the while my men
Salute the dome of Paul's I cut the knot
Of all Pitt's coalitions ; setting free

From bondage to a cold manorial caste

A people who await it.

[They stand and regard the chalky cliffs ofEngland,

till Napoleon resumes.
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Now let us see how the foregoing might be treated

in shooting script form. The dumb show will then

appear on the screen, finally edited, as follows

:

The Camp

Picture

1. FADE IN.

Long Shot. Sea. The English

coast in the distance.

cut to:

2. Long Shot. Viewpoint
is slightly downwards as if

from an eminence. Near the

Tour d'Ordre stands a hut,

with sentinels and aides out-

side; it is Napoleon's tem-
porary lodging. Decres'shut
is near. A courier is seen

approaching.

cut to :

3. Medium Shot. The courier.

He is travelling fast; the

camera moves with him as

he rides.

cut to:

4. Medium Shot. Napoleon's
hut. That of Decres is not
seen. The courier enters the

picture, dismounts, and en-

ters the Emperor's quarters.

A soldier leads away his horse.

cut to :

5. Medium Close Shot. Inside

Napoleon's hut. The Em-
peror is seated, the courier

Scene 3

and Harbour of Boulogne

Sound

Seagulls calling. Distantly a
military band plays a martial

air.

The military band, distant.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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Picture

enters, salutes, hands him
dispatches, and exits.

PLAN FOR CINEMA

CUT TO :

Shot. Napoleon
unwrapping dis-

6. Close

eagerly

patches.

cut to :

7. Medium Shot. Outside
Napoleon's hut. The courier

has just left the entrance and
is making his way towards
Decres's hut, the camera
moving with him until

Decres's hut comes into

view. When it is seen, the

camera stops moving, the

courier walks to the en-

trance, and goes through.

cut to:

8. Close Shot. Inside Napo-
leon's hut. The Emperor
finishes reading dispatches

with satisfaction. He rises.

cut to :

9. Medium Shot. Napoleon
puts on his hat, dispatches

still in his hand, and makes
for the entrance.

cut to :

10. Medium Long Shot. Out-
side Napoleon's hut ; Decres's

hut in view, lower down.
Napoleon comes out with
dispatches in his hand, and
musingly proceeds towards

Sound

The military band, distant.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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Picture

an eminence commanding
the Channel.

cut to :

1 1

.

Medium Close Shot. With
his head forward and his

hands behind him the Em-
peror looks about him.

cut to :

12. Long Shot. From Napo-
leon's viewpoint. Along the

shore below are forming in

a far-reaching line more
than a hundred thousand
infantry.

cut to :

13. Long Shot. From Napo-
leon's viewpoint. The
camera panoramically shows
that on the downs in the

rear of the camps fifteen

thousand cavalry are

manoeuvring, their accou-
trements flashing in the sun
like a school of mackerel.

The finish of the panorama
shows the flotilla lying in

and around the port, alive

with moving figures.

cut to :

14. Medium Close Shot.

Napoleon stands musing.

cut to :

15. Close Shot. Napoleon.
He smiles sardonically. With
a sudden jerk of the head,
he looks away quickly.

Sound

The military band, distant.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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Picture

cut to :

1 6. Medium Long Shot. The
telegraph on the cliff to the

south-west.

Sound

The military band, distant.

cut to :

17. Close Shot. Napoleon. Ditto.

He looks quizzically to-

wards the telegraph.

cut to :

18. Medium Long Shot. From Ditto.

Napoleon's viewpoint, he
being back to camera in the

immediate foreground, his

hut with aides and sentinels

outside. He summons one
of the aides by waving his

arm, the man immediately
coming towards the Em-
peror's position. Napoleon
diverts him by indicating in

gesture, pointing to Decres's

hut, that he would have the

aide bid Decres come to

him. The aide understands
and turns for Decres's hut.

cut to :

19. Medium Close Shot. In- Ditto.

side Decres's hut. Decres
sits reading dispatches. He
looks gloomy and worried.

The aide enters. Decres
rises.

cut to :

20. Medium Long Shot. The Ditto,

telegraph on the cliffs to the

south-west.
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Picture

cut to :

2 1 . Medium Shot. Napoleon,
musing. He gives a glance
in the direction of the

telegraph, and presently is

joined by Decres.

cut to :

22. Medium Close Shot.

Napoleon and Decres. The
Emperor takes his minister's

arm and starts to walk along
the eminence. The camera
leads them, moving back-
wards as they walk towards
it.

They stop walking.

Napoleon faces more to

Decres.

Sound

The military band, distant.

The military band is heard
faintly behind the dialogue.

Napoleon :

Decres, this action with Sir

Robert Calder
Three weeks ago, whereof
we dimly heard,

And clear details of which
I have just unsealed,

Is on the whole auspicious

for our plan.

It seems that twenty of our
ships and Spain's

—

None over eighty-gunned,

and some far less

—

Engaged the English off

Cape Finisterre

With fifteen vessels of a
hundred each.

We coolly fought and orderly

as they,
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Picture

cut to :

23. Close Shot. Decres. He
obviously doubts the Em-
peror's optimism. Cut-in

over Napoleon's voice.

CUT to :

24. Medium Close Shot. Same
viewpoint as the end of Shot
22. Napoleon facing Decres.

cut to :

25. Medium Close Shot.

Napoleon turns and, taking

Decres's arm, they proceed
to walk back whence they

have come. The camera
follows behind them.

Napoleon stops, turns three-

quarters round, making a
sweeping gesture with his

arm towards the sea.

Sound

Napoleon :

And, but for mist, we had
closed with victory.

Two English were much
mauled, some Spanish
damaged,

And Calder then drew off

with his two wrecks
And Spain's in tow, we

giving chase forthwith.

Not overtaking him, our
admiral,

Having the coast clear for

his purposes,

Entered Corunna, and found
orders there

To open the port of Brest

and come on hither.
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Picture

He looks again towards the

telegraph.

cut to :

26. Medium Long Shot. The
telegraph.

cut to:

27. Medium Close Shot.

Decres.

cut to :

28. Medium Close Shot.

Napoleon.

cut to :

29. Medium Close Shot. De-
cres and Napoleon. Both
walk along the eminence
again. The camera leads

them, moving backwards as

they walk towards it.

Sound
Thus hastes' the moment
when the double fleet

Of Villeneuve and of Gau-
teaume should appear.

Decres {with hesitation)

:

And should they not appear,

your Majesty?

Napoleon :

Not ? But they will ,* and do
it early, too

!

There 5

s nothing hinders

them. My God, they must!
For I have much before me
when this stroke

At England 's dealt.

I learn from Talleyrand
That Austrian preparations

threaten hot,

While Russia's hostile

schemes are ripening,
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Picture

They stop. Napoleon
thumps his hands.

cut to :

30. Close Shot. Napoleon.

cut to :

31. Long Shot. Napoleon and
Decres are in the immedi-
ate foreground, back to

camera, looking out to sea.

They stand and regard the

chalky cliffs of England till

Napoleon resumes.

Sound

And shortly must be met.

—

My plan is fixed

:

I am prepared for each
alternative.

If Villeneuve come, I brave
the British coast,

Convulse the land with fear

('tis even now
So far distraught, that

generals cast about
To find new modes of

warfare; yea, design

Carriages to transport their

infantry !)

—

Once on the English soil I

hold it firm,

Descend on London, and
the while my men

Salute the dome of Paul's

I cut the knot

Of all Pitt's coalitions;

setting free

From bondage to a cold

manorial caste

A people who await it.
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Instead ofHardy's all-embracing theatrical scene, still

yet impossible on a stage, we have broken it up into

significant pieces, and by their correct juxtaposition we
have transferred the scene into terms ofmodern cinema.

Now, this form of cinema, as previously mentioned,

bears little aesthetical relation to the film theatre of

to-morrow. And where The Dynasts is concerned it is

vitally important to remember this fact. It has been

advocated by critics, who, having no practical know-

ledge of film production, are not in a position to judge,

that The Dynasts should be made as a sound-film

now. Despite Hardy's undoubted similarity to film

treatment, despite his undoubted 'eye for a shot,' The

Dynasts on the screens of cinema halls to-day would

not be nearly so effective as might superficially be

supposed. For instance, Shots 12 and 13 in our

shooting script would appear as ineffective as the

battle sequences in The Battle, and the carriage drive

in Congress Dances, do on a screen of normal size. On
the other hand, the

c

breaking-up ' of the speeches into

different shots does exactly what Milestone did in

The Front Page—it augments the speech, it etches out

the situation in clearer detail, in some respects it is

an aid to acting. But it is something more. It is

indigenous to the monochromatic, scenographic film;

it is a device which must be resorted to.

By letting Napoleon say his speech: 'Decres, this

action with Sir Robert Calder . . .
' in, say, one

medium close shot, we should become tired of him by
the time he reached the fourth line.
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In Part II, Act n, sc. 2, the flight of the notorious

Duke of Alcudia, Manuel de Godoy, ' Prince of Peace,'

the construction is such that it is quite possible at once

for an ordinary intelligent film-goer to visualize how
it would be broken up into various shots. As Hardy
has written it, it is a fine example of a treatment. It is

cinematic in the future sense as well as in the present.

I shall endeavour now to repeat the scene exactly as

written, the italicized words being my indication of

how it could be practically presented in a film theatre.

The reader must forget the ordinary screen. He must

imagine a screen filling the entire proscenium, depth

and colour.
Scene 2

Aranjuez, near Madrid. A Room in the Palace of
Godoy, the 'Prince of Peace 5

The scenefades in.

A private chamber is disclosed, richly furnished with
paintings, vases, mirrors, silk hangings, gilded lounges, and
several lutes of rare workmanship. The hour is midnight,

the room being lit by screened candelabra. In the centre

at the back of the scene is a large window heavily curtained.

Godoy and the Queen Maria Luisa are dallying on a sofa.

The Prince of Peace is a fine handsome man in middle
life, with curled hair and a mien of easy good-nature. The
Queen is older, but looks younger in the dim light, from
the lavish use of beautifying arts. She has pronounced
features, dark eyes, low brows, black hair bound by a
jewelled bandeau, and brought forward in curls over her

forehead and temples, long heavy earrings, and sleeves

puffed at the shoulders. A cloak and other mufflers lie on
a chair beside her.

Godoy {after a silence) :

The life-guards still insist, Love, that the King
Shall not leave Aranjuez.
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Queen :

Let them insist.

Whether we stay, or whether we depart,

Napoleon soon draws hither with his host

!

Godoy :

He says he comes pacifically. . . . But no

!

Queen :

Dearest, we must away to Andalusia,

Thence to America when time shall serve.

Godoy :

I hold seven thousand men to cover us,

And ships in Cadiz port. But then—the Prince

Flatly declines to go. He lauds the French
As true deliverers.

Queen :

Go, Fernando mustl . . .

O, my sweet friend, that we—our sole two selves

—

Could but escape and leave the rest to fate,

And in a western bower dream out our days ! . . .

For the King's glass can run but briefly now,
Shattered and shaken as his vigour is

—

But ah—your love burns not in singleness

!

Why, dear, caress Josefa Tudo still?

She does not solve her soul in yours as I.

And why those others even more than her?
How little own I in thee

!

Godoy :

Such must be.

I cannot quite forsake them. Don't forget

The same scope has been yours in former years.

Queen :

Yes, Love ; I know. I yield ! You cannot leave them

;

But if you ever would bethink yourself

How long I have been yours, how truly all

Those other pleasures were my desperate shifts

To soften sorrow at your absences,

You would be faithful to me

!
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Godoy :

True, my dear

—

Yet I do passably keep troth with you,

And fond you with fair regularity;

—

A week beside you, and a week away.
Such is not schemed without some risk and strain

—

And you agreed Josefa should be mine,
And, too, Thereza, without jealousy !

[A noise is heard without.

Ah, what means that?

He jumps up from her side and crosses the room to a
window, where he lifts the curtain cautiously. The Queen
follows him with a scared look.

Queen :

A riot can it be?
Godoy :

Let me put these out ere they notice them

;

They think me at the royal palace yonder.

He hastily extinguishes the candles except one taper,

which he places in a recess, so that the room is in shade.

He then draws back the curtains, and she joins him at the

window, where, enclosing her with his arm, he and she

look out together.

The scene dissolves into the

view seen by Godoy and the

Queen. In the immediate

foreground, across the entire

proscenium, are black lines

representing the window frame.

Godoy and the Queen are

not seen. We hear their voices.

They see, and the audience sees

with them. Q̂ueen :

In front of the house a Lingering, we 've risked too

guard of hussars is stationed, long our chance of flight,

beyond them spreading the The Paris Terror will repeat

Plaza or square. On the it here.
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other side rises in the lamp-
light the white front of the

royal palace. On the flank

of the palace is a wall en-

closing gardens, bowered
alleys, and orange groves,

and in the wall a small door.

A mixed multitude of

soldiery and populace fills

the space in front of the

King's palace, and they start

and address each other ve-

hemently. During a lull in

their vociferations, is heard
the peaceful purl of the

Tagus over a cascade in the

palace grounds.

89

No,Not for myself I fear.

no, for thee

!

If they should hurt you, it

would murder me,
By heart-bleedings and stabs

intolerable

!

Godoy :

The first thought now is how
to get you back

Within the palace walls.

Why would you risk

To come here on a night so

critical?

Queen {passionately) :

I could not help it—nay,

I would not help !

Rather than starve my soul

I venture all

—

Our last love night—last

maybe of long years,

Why do you chide me now?
Godoy :

Dear Queen, I do not :

I shape these sharp regrets

but for your sake.

Hence you must go, some-
how and quickly, too.

They think not of you in

threatening thus,

But of me solely . . . Where
does your lady wait?

Queen :

Below. One servant with
her. They are true,
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And can be let know all.

But you—but you !

Uproar continues. Godoy :

I can escape. Now call

them. All three cloak

And veil as when you came.

The scene dissolves back to

Godoys chamber.

They retreat into the room. Queen MarIa Luisa's

lady-in-waiting and servant are summoned. Enter both.

All three then muffle themselves up, and Godoy prepares

to conduct the Queen downstairs.

Queen :

Nay, now! I will not have it. We are safe;

Think of yourself. Can you get out behind?

Godoy :

I judge so—when I have done what 's needful here

—

The mob knows not the by-door—slip across;

Thence round sideways—All 's clear there as yet.

The Queen, her lady-in-waiting, and the servant go out

hurriedly. Godoy looks again from the window.

The scene dissolves again to the

view seen by Godoy,

The mob is some way off,

the immediate front being
for the moment nearly free

of loiterers; and the three

muffled figures are visible,

crossing without hindrance
towards the door in the wall

of the palace gardens.

The instant they reach
it a sentinel springs up,

challenging them.
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1

Godoy :

Ah, now they are doomed!
My God, why did she come

!

A parley takes place.

Something, apparently a
bribe, is handed to the

sentinel, and the three are

allowed to slip in, the

Queen having obviously

been unrecognized. He
breathes his relief.

Now for the others. Then
—ah, then Heaven knows !

The scene dissolves back again

to Godoy
9

s chamber.

He sounds a bell, and a
servant enters.

Godoy :

Where is the Countess of Castillofiel?

Servant :

She 's looking for you, Prince.

Godoy :

Find her at once.

Ah—here she is—that 's well.—Go watch the Plaza

(to servant).

Godoy's mistress, the Dona Josefa Tudo, enters. She
is a young and beautiful woman, the vivacity of whose
large eyes is now clouded. She is wrapped up for flight.

The servant goes out.

Josefa (breathlessly)

:

I should have joined you sooner, but I knew
The Queen was fondling with you. She must needs
Come hampering you this night of all the rest,

As if not gorged with you at other times

!

Godoy :

Don't, pretty one ! Needless it is in you,

Being so well aware who holds my love

—
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I could not check her coming, since she would.
You well know how the old thing is, and how
I am compelled to let her have her mind.

[He kisses her repeatedly.

Josefa :

But look, the mob is swelling ! Pouring in

By thousands from Madrid—and all afoot.

Will they not come on hither from the King's?

Godoy :

Not just yet, maybe. You should have sooner fled

!

The coach is waiting and the baggage packed.

[He again peers out.

Yes, there the coach is ; and the clamourers near,

Led by Montijo, if I see aright.

Yes, they cry 'Uncle Peter!'—that means him.
There will be time yet. Now I '11 take you down
So far as I may venture.

[They leave the room.

The scene dissolves to a front

view of Godoys palace, from a

viewpoint somewhere about the

middle of the Plaza.

Josefa's coach is moving off with a small escort of
Godoy's guards of honour. A sudden yelling begins, and
the crowd rushes up and stops the vehicle. An altercation

ensues.

Crowd :

Uncle Peter, it is the Favourite carrying off Prince

Fernando. Stop him!

Josefa {putting her head out of the coach) :

Silence their uproar, please, Sefior Count of Montijo

!

It is a lady only, the Countess of Castillofiel.

Montijo :

Let her pass, let her pass, friends ! It is only that pretty

wench of his, Pepa Tudo, who calls herself a Countess.
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Our titles are put to comical uses in these days. We
shall catch the cock-bird presently

!

Crowd :

The King and Queen and Fernando are at their own
palace—not here

!

The DoSa Josefa's carriage is allowed to pass on, as a
shout from some who have remained before the royal

palace attracts the attention of the multitude, which surges

back thither.

As the crowd surge, the view-

point changes with them, de-

scribing a semicircle from its

own centre, finishing therefore

with a view exactly opposite—
the royal palace.

Crowd (nearing the palace) :

Call out the King and the Prince. Long live the King

!

He shall not go. Hola ! He is gone ! Let us see him

!

He shall abandon Godoy

!

The clamour before the royal palace still increasing, a
figure emerges upon a balcony . . . Fernando, Prince of
Asturias. He can be seen waving his hand. The mob
grows suddenly silent.

Fernando {in a shaken voice) :

Citizens ! The King my father is in the palace with
the Queen.

He has been much tried to-day.

Crowd :

Promise, Prince, that he shall not leave us. Promise!

Fernando :

I do promise in his name. He has mistaken you,
Thinking you wanted his head. He knows better now.

Crowd :

The villain Godoy misrepresented us to him! Throw
out the Prince of Peace!
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Fernando :

He is not here, my friends.

Crowd :

Then the King shall announce to us that he has dismissed

him! Let us see him! The King! The King!

Fernando goes in. King Carlos comes out reluctantly,

and bows to their cheering. He produces a paper with a
trembling hand.

King [reading)

:

'As it is the will of the people
'

Crowd :

Speak up, your Majesty

!

King (more loudly) :

c As it is the will of the people, I release Don Manuel
Godoy, Prince of Peace, from the posts of Generalissimo

of the Army and Grand Admiral of the Fleet, and give

him leave to withdraw whither he pleases.'

Crowd :

Huzza

!

King:

Citizens, to-morrow the decree is to be posted in Madrid.

King Carlos disappears from the balcony, and the

populace, still increasing in numbers, look towards

Godoy's mansion, as if deliberating how to attack it.

As the crowd look towards

Godoy's mansion, the view-

point again describes a semi-

circle, finishing in its original

position — Godoy's mansion

from the Plaza. The scene

then dissolves to the chamber

within. Godoy still peers out,

screened by the curtain.
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He retreats from the window into the room, and gazing

about him, starts. A pale, worn, but placid lady, in a
sombre, though elegant robe, stands here in the gloom.
She is Thereza of Bourbon, the Princess of Peace.

Princess :

It is only your unhappy wife, Manuel. She will not

hurt you

!

Godoy {shrugging his shoulders)

:

Nor will they hurt you ! Why did you not stay in the

royal palace? You would have been more comfortable

there.

Princess :

I don't recognize why you should specially value my
comfort. You have saved your real wives. How can it

matter what happens to your titular one?

Godoy :

Much, dear. I always play fair. But it being your
blest privilege not to need my saving, I was left free to

practise it on those who did. {Mob heard approaching.)

Would that I were in no more danger than you

!

Princess :

Pouf!

[He again peers out.

The scene dissolves again to the

view seen by Godoy.

His guard of hussars stand firmly in front of the mansion

;

but the life-guards from the adjoining barracks, who have
joined the people, endeavour to break the hussars of
Godoy. A shot is fired. Godoy's guard yields, and the

gates and door are battered in.

Crowd :

Murder him ! Murder him ! Death to Manuel Godoy

!

[ They rush into the court and house.

The scene dissolves back to the

chamber.
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Princess :

Go, I beseech you ! You can do nothing for me, and I

pray you to save yourself! The heap of mats in the

lumber room will hide you

!

Godoy hastes to a jib-door concealed by sham book-
shelves, presses the spring of it, returns, kisses her, and then
slips out. His wife sits down with her back against the

jib-door, and fans herself. She hears the crowd trampling
up the stairs, but she does not move, and in a moment
people burst in. The leaders are armed with stakes,

daggers, and various improvised weapons, and some guards
in undress appear with halberds.

First Citizen {peering into the dim light) :

Where is he? Murder him ! {Noticing the Princess.) Come,
where is he?

Princess :

The Prince of Peace is gone. I know not whither.

Second Citizen:

Who is this lady?

LlFEGUARDSMAN :

Manuel Godoy's Princess.

Citizens {uncovering) :

Princess, a thousand pardons grant us !—you
An injured wife—an injured people we

!

Common misfortune makes us more than kin.

No single hair of you shall suffer harm.

[The Princess bows.

First Citizen :

But this, Sefiora, is no place for you,

For we mean mischief here ! Yet first will grant

Safe conduct for you to the palace gates,

Or elsewhere as you wish.

Princess :

My wish is naught,

Do what you will with me. But he 5

s not here.
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Several of them form an escort, and accompany her from
the room. . . . Those remaining, now a great throng,

begin searching the room.

Some Citizens {returningfrom a search of the mansion) :

It is no use searching. She said he was not here, and
she 's a woman of honour.

First Citizen {dryly) :

She 's his wife.

They leave the room for another search, but return still

baffled.

Several Citizens:

He must have slipped out somehow! Smash his nick-

nacks, since we can't smash him.

They begin smashing the furniture to pieces, tearing down
the hangings, trampling on the musical instruments, and
kicking holes through the paintings they have unhung from
the walls. These with clocks, vases, carvings, and other

movables, they throw out of the window, till the chamber
is a scene of utter wreck and desolation. In the rout a
musical box is swept off a table, and starts playing a
serenade as it falls on the floor.

Enter the Count of Montijo.

Montijo :

Stop, friends ; stop this ! There is no sense in it

—

It shows but useless spite ! I have much to say

:

The French Ambassador, de Beauharnais,

Has come and sought the King. And next, Murat,
With thirty thousand men, half cavalry,

Is closing upon a doomed Madrid

!

I know not what he means, this Bonaparte

;

He makes pretence to gain us Portugal,

But what want we with her? 'Tis like as not
His aims—to noose us vassals all to him

!

The King will abdicate, and shortly too,

As those will live to see who live not long

—

We have saved the nation from the Favourite,

But who is going to save us from our Friend?
H
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The mob desists dubiously and goes out ; the musical box
upon the floor plays on, the taper burns to its socket, and
the room becomes wrapt in the shades of night.

The two forms, as the Boulogne scene done into

shots and the foregoing arranged for film theatre

signify, are widely different. These concrete examples,

I hope, show finally the quintessential difference

between the film of the future and the film of to-day.

A wide screen, colour, and depth may mean a

resuscitation of poetic drama in quite a considerable

way. It is not too much to hope, I think, that a poet

will arise and do for the Great War what Hardy has

done for the Napoleonic wars. For the Slaughter of

Ten Millions lacks yet any chronicler of Homeric

magnitude.

A modern poet is naturally discouraged from writing

anything with a hope of performance, unless he is

lucky enough to find a cathedral like Mr. Eliot, or to

possess a private theatre like the Poet Laureate.

Rather, he will cast his verse in another form, and

no one can blame him. If, on the other hand, one of

the first colour, stereoscopic films should happen to

be Murder in the Cathedral, as it well might be, then a

very different case would present itself. And it must not

be supposed poetic drama necessarily implies historical

subjects. A modern tragedy is as amenable to treat-

ment as any historical one. Dialogue in blank verse

is but a transmutation into a formal world.

The film theatre, and the dialectical film, too, for
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that matter, has an aspect to which very little attention

seems to have been paid. A unique quality is its one

of preservation. We would give a lot to see and hear

Garrick, to watch Taglioni, to see the standard of

performance Shakespeare approved. No longer is

the actor's art a fleeting thing, his reputation, instead

of dying with him, is now stored on celluloid for

posterity to judge. The permanence of cinema in this

sense elevates it above theatre. Immense effort,

genuine creation, go to the production of an important

play (and many utterly trivial ones as well). The
play, being a play, is for the theatre. It has its 'run'

and dies, leaving behind only its framework in the

dramatist's published version. As much labour, inter-

pretive and creative, may have gone into its production

as goes into a painting or a novel. It is a 'show,
5

a

thing of the moment, such is the popular opinion.

Thus, theatrical art has never had the prestige enjoyed

by the plastic arts, and the temporal arts of music

and literature.

But to-day the performances of Bergner, the singing

of Leider, can, and undoubtedly will, be preserved as

assiduously as the paintings of Picasso and Matisse.



CHAPTER III OPERA AND CINEMA

. . . the monstrous and unholy

hybrid, begotten upon music by

drama, which is the opera of
Strauss, Puccini, and most other

writers of to-day, is not a form at

all. It is neither drama, music, nor

anything whatsoever.—Cecil Grey,
Survey of Contemporary Music.

§ i. Of all the arts, opera has probably had more

mud thrown at it than any. The pros and cons of it

as a genuine form have been discussed so many times,

and in such elaborate detail, that it would be redundant

to enter into them again here at any length. Suffice

it to repeat the time-worn axiom thatjt is a matter of

accepting a convention or not accepting it.

People do not sing during the normal course of the

daily round. Neither is art a copy of life. After

that, there seems nothing more to be said by way of

apology. Not to accept the convention of opera that

the characters in the drama sing their emotions instead

of speaking them, is as if we swept painting on to the

rubbish heap for being two-dimensional, when we are

conscious of three dimensions in life. The damage

which has been done to the fuller acceptance of the

genuineness of a form which has given us one or two

of the greatest masterpieces of all art is mainly due

to chasing after the unattainable false ideal of theatrical

realism.

ioo
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1

The aims of the early Florentines had little in

common with verisimilitude.

The renaissance spirit was far too near the antique,

or
c

classic ideal/ to be led astray by an illusion so

essentially a product of the nineteenth century. Any
attempt at realism is forbidden by the artificiality of

aria linked with recitative. Italian opera at its zenith is

artificial in the extreme, and its value as art is largely

by reason of its artificiality.

Mozart, who wrote in the Italian manner, has given

us supreme examples in temporal art of the fusion of

form and subject. And the
c

Tightness* of Mozart is

this fusion, this transmutation into a formal world of

strict limitations. It is the artificiality of his formal

world, and the wholly satisfying experience we obtain

in it, that is the quod erat demonstrandum of the form's

genuineness. No greater beauty can emerge in a

form oflower artificiality, for beauty is not quantitative

in that way. You cannot say that because Gluck intro-

duced reforms for his purpose, any one of his operas

is, ipso facto, greater than, say, Monteverdi's Orfeo.

Neither can you say of Wagner that all his work is

necessarily better than Gluck's merely because he

improved Gluck's reforms. It would be the same as

saying one of the yearly daubs at the Royal Academy
must necessarily be better aesthetically than an Italian

primitive, an assertion we know to be nonsense.

Unfortunately, in most descriptions of operatic evolu-

tion, such a fallacy is very much the impression a

person unawares might obtain. It is the old bogy
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of supposing that because we are progressing in time

we are progressing in spiritual valuations, too.

'I 'm getting better every day, better in every way,'

does not ring very true, for, as Hardy says

:

After one thousand years of Mass

We 5

ve got as far as poison gas.

The Wagner - is - greater - than - Mozart -because - he -

stands-on-Mozart's-shoulders idea is a piece of irre-

sponsible reasoning, which by now should have been

rejected. Mozart within his tenets is great. Wagner,

also within his tenets, is equally great. 'Greater

than ' is an expression of purely personal preference.

We cannot measure absolute aesthetic values in that

way. c One of the greatest' is as far as we can go.

There is little doubt, I think, that much ofthe intense

enthusiasm which Wagner provokes to-day is brought

about mainly by the predilection of the majority for

the 'big.' It is an appreciation external to apprecia-

tion of intrinsic values. That the enormous orchestra,

immense length, elaborate scenic paraphernalia of

Wagner, because of these things, is better than the

simpler, more compact, more concise requirements of

Mozart, is to me meaningless. Wagner may certainly

be more impressive, but impressiveness has nothing to

do with beauty. The grandiose, the colossal, is an

extension into the twentieth century of an obsession

particularly prominent in the nineteenth. I am sure

the Victorian and Edwardian propensity for oratorio

has little to do with the merits of the form itself and
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its suitability to subjects of a biblical character. It

usually calls for large orchestral and large vocal

resources, and that is why it was and still is so popular.

I am as much moved by the Song before Sunrise of

Delius, for comparatively small orchestra, as I am by

the Missa Solemnis of Berlioz, for full orchestra, four

brass bands, and chorus ad lib. I can only say that in the

Berlioz work there may be more ' moments' because

it is longer. But as a unity, and that is the only way
by which we can judge a work of art, both works are

equally great within their respective proportions. An
obsession for size is an aesthetic fog by which it is easy

to be blinded.

It might be thought from the foregoing we are about

to embark on a justification of Mozart at the expense

of Wagner. Such is not my intention.

In his otherwise admirable book on Berlioz, W. J.

Turner falls prey to this very fault ofscoring offWagner
seemingly to benefit Berlioz. When Mr. Turner, in

his zeal as proselytizer, tells us of the beauty he finds in

Berlioz and is unable to find in Wagner, he is merely

telling us what dunderheads we are to eulogize

Wagner when there is Berlioz round the corner. The
chances are we know Wagner very much better than

we know Berlioz. Maybe the old wizard of Wahn-
fried holds a strong place in our affections, too. If

that be so, it is unlikely we shall feel so inclined to

share Mr. Turner's enthusiasm, if, in order to bring

us to his way of thinking, he must needs dampen our

judgment of the better-known composer. Mr. Turner
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thinks Les Trqyens is the greatest opera ever written.

Although he is careful to say opera, we are not quite

sure if he means it is, in his opinion, the greatest work

of opera and music-drama.

Let us make no mistake about it : opera and music-

drama are two distinct categories. The genuine

operatic form is like a play whose progress is punctuated

every so often by enormous full stops. Recitative

carries the story and action along until a little peak,

a semi-crisis, is reached ; the situation is excuse for the

aria which follows. The form is entirely artificial;

and Gluck's reforms were directed not against the form

itself, but the abuses of it. To a certain extent, the

same may be said of Wagner.

Despite all the theorizing about the evolution of

operatic form, is it not possible the biggest step—which

Wagner made— was largely fortuitous? Is it not

possible Wagner's revolt from the Italian form was due

more to his colossal egoism, his grandiose conceptions

for synthesizing the spatial and the temporal in art,

than to urgent subjective need? For Wagner found

his subjects, dragged them up from the misty depths of

mythology. And the only thing which really matters

in a Wagner music-drama is Wagner. Everything,

including interpretation, is subordinate to his central

objective idea. We cannot say that of the Italian

coloratura school, the very success of which depends on

the individual in interpretation. Whereas a bad

performance of Tristan is tolerable, a bad performance

of Norma destroys any reason for its existence. Wagner
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was a tone-poet in the most literal sense. The works

of his full maturity are symphonic poems made visually

explicit on the stage. Cecil Grey has said of Delius's

A Village Romeo and Juliet:
c

. . . The Village Romeo

might be called a symphonic poem with the implicit

programme made explicit upon the stage.
5

The same may certainly be said of Tristan, Parsifal,

and The Ring.

Wagner, above everything, was a great theatre-man.

In their heart of hearts, all great theatre-men do not

admit the independent existence of the arts because

ja,n ideal theatre would be a true synthesis of them. X^
Thus, it may, I thmk^be justifiably asserted that the

form of Wagnerian music-drama is a striving towards ^ r*

ideal theatre and its existence is accounted for by

reason of that fact. The main objective problem for m
Wagner was super-operatic, thus extra-musical and

literary, and extra-plastic. He aimed at what was

in his day an absolute impossibility ; and in his striving

after an impossible ideal he produced, in his theory of

music-dramaT^aT^reai paradox^ For Wagner's decor

is realisticTn the exTreme, yetTils mimetics are stylized.

Entirely realistic scene directions are given for Tristan,

almost always carried out in present-day productions

of that incomparable score with dire results. A 'real
5

ship, the door, and a couple of battlements of Mark's

castle with a
c mossy bank 5

for the love-duet, and the

incredible tree in the middle of Tristan's courtyard,

are utterly at odds with the rhythmical movements,

such as the sailors landing in Act I, Isolde
5

s waving of
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her veil in Act II, let alone the structure of significant

^gesture in relation to the dramatic content of the music

with which the work is impregnated. Significant ges-

Jun^and^ wereoualities

Wagner thoroug^ilYjund^rstood.

And the nature of those qualities is essentially formal.

The uninterrupted^^ of the music, the psychological

and musical importance of the leitmotiv, the stylized

use of timed gesture and rhythmical synchronization

are in Wagnerian music-drama all of a formal world,

as much as aria and recitative are of opera proper. As

an approach towards/a ' synthesis of the arts7]they are

nearer than opera because they are nearer an ideal

theatre. Where the Wagnerian theatre fails is in

placing them in a realistic setting. To carry his

theory to its logical conclusion, Wagner should not

only have specified his scenes, but actually designed

them visually. Being essentially an ear-man, he did

not attempt..to^do. so, and if he had, the lack of plastic

sense which is the ear-man's hall-mark would still

have produced a result very near pure representation.

Thus, it remained forfAppiaJa painter, an eye-man, to

say : JNo one has ever seen a Wagner opera.
3

Indeed, whether an artist chooses a spatial or

temporal medium does not seem to be due to a

fortuitous predilection, but to an inherent physiological

stipulation. There is little doubt, I think, the faculties

of vision and of hearing are rarely balanced. One's

j>ense of vision is keener than one's sense of hearing, or

vice versa! This surHy^accounts for~great visuels, or
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eye-men, being unmusical. Mr. Bell admits music

does not move him ; and his visual sense is enormously

in excess of the average, he is an eye-man. In fact,

when Mr. Bell first comes upon a great picture his

reaction seems to me to be something similar to that

of an average person on taking his first glass of vodka.

In Hollywood terms, 'he feels all het-up.' Hugh
Gordon Porteous, in his excellent 'discursive exposi-

tion ' of Wyndham Lewis, has pointed out the essentially

visual nature of Mr. Lewis's prose. By no means can

you adduce any real aural sense in his writing—it is

conspicuously lacking in euphony. But you do find

an immense angularity (which gives it great solidity),

which is, indeed, precisely what you would expect,

knowing the geometrical angularity of Lewis, the

painter. Both Mr. Lewis and Mr. Bell are great eye-

men. Mr. Shaw, on the other hand, is obviously

possessed of a far greater faculty of hearing than he is

of seeing. His prose is aural, it flows, it has a 'musical'

quality. Our concept of form is either visual or aural.

In the average person, however, the visual sense seems

higher than the aural. I think it must be due very

largely to an individual's attitude to Time. The average

person, in one way, is much nearer the antique man
than might be supposed, because the average person

is very much of the pure present. Say what you will,

a farm labourer or insurance clerk, charwoman or

commercial traveller, have little or practically no sense

of being, of duration. Life is a series of 'moments' for

them, they are unconscious of any sort offlux in the
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Spenglerian sense. I would call a poet, and most

certainly a composer, just the opposite: a person aware

of time, fully so or in a half-conscious way. The very

fact of both poetry and music being quintessentially

temporal in nature must surely be proof of it.

Now, it happens a spectator is most receptive when
he is seeing and hearing simultaneously. The fact

becomes obvious upon a moment's reflection, for he is

exercising two primary senses at once instead of one.

Consequently, he is most vital, most alive, under such

conditions.

The most satisfying moments (apart from sheer

exhibitions of interpretive virtuosity, which are outside

our argument) in an opera or ballet, and a ballet

particularly, are when the visual and the aural exactly

synchronize. Isolde's waving of her veil in Act II of

Tristan, with its own musical motif, is dramatic in

itself outside of its context.

The intensely satisfying effect of the opening of

Petroushka, when the puppet dances rhythmically to

the barrel-organ tune, is likewise. The inherent satis-

faction obtainable from rhythmical synchronization of

the visual and the aural accounts for the enormous

popularity of tap-dancing. We are mildly pleased by

quite mediocre music-hall tap-dancers, even if their

genuine talent is conspicuous by its absence; when it

comes to negro virtuosi doing their amazing rhythmical

feats we are wholly delighted. Can the reason for

this pleasure in pure synchronization be explained?

It is, I think, entirely a phenomenon of Time. Dancing
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feet or stylized gesture, rhythmical to musical or other

controlled sounds, formalize Time. Visual and aural

rhythm synchronized 'break up' the omnipresent flux

into a coherent self-contained entity. We suddenly

become very aware ofTime because rhythm is organiz-

ing it by interruption. Rhythm in this sense produces

a new, artificial Time superimposed, as it were, on

real Time, the Time of Spengler and Bergson which

is omnipresent.

Hence, the significance of synchronization in opera

and ballet is enormous of itself alone. When it is

dexterously allied with subject, when its position in a

work's dramatic progression is well placed, it takes on

subjectively an extra-dramatic significance by virtue

of its purely objective potency. Thus, a spectator of

the simultaneous aural and visual, already in a vitalized

condition, becomes further sensuously comprehensive

when the existence of Time is impressed upon him in

addition. He unknowingly becomes 'time-conscious.'

Synchronization, therefore, in relation to opera of

the future is of considerable importance. It is a large

field, ripe for all manner of experiment, as yet barely

touched. Wagner appreciated its possibilities and used

it, I think, as much as he dared. For its success in

the opera-house obviously depends on interpretation

and appreciation by the producer in the amount of

drilling he applies to achieve a really synchronous

result. In the 'human element' lies the danger. But

in the film theatre, where in production the human
element is certainly present, in exhibition it does not
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exist. A director making a film Tristan can go on

repeating the scene of Isolde waving her veil until it

is right, no lag nor lead, but synchronous. Once on the

celluloid, the visual and aural are irretrievably locked.

The films of Rene Clair are delightful because he

understands this intrinsic quality of cinema and puts it

to comic use. Indeed, the balletesque quality which

Clair's major films, Le Million and A Nous la Liberte, dis-

play would seem to lead us to consider synchronization

more in terms of ballet than of opera or music-drama.

This applies equally to the dialectical film and to

the film theatre. But before we come to survey the

possibilities of what, I think, may become an entirely

new form of art, it will not be amiss if we inquire into

the ' transference ' of existing operatic works into film

terms, a project upon which the film industry is about

to embark.

§ 2. For some time past now, music critics and others

have commented, some in detail, upon the desirability

of making sound-films of Wagner's music-dramas.

Like most utterances of the kind, they are made with-

out knowledge of the practical problems involved,

and whether cinema to-day really is adequate to

undertake such a task, quite apart from whether it

would be appropriate. The cue for this idle theorizing

is, of course, the physical freedom after which Wagner
strived. The matter has even become the subject

of newspaper, discussion as a result of the outstanding

success ofjSchertzinger's One Night of Love.
J
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Richard Capell, writing in the Daily Telegraph of

8th June 1935, says, regarding the technique of the

extracts in that film from Carmen and Madame

Butterfly :

We observe that the camera is never fixed on the stage

for two consecutive minutes. During the singing of the

Habanera and of 'Un bel di,' the eye is entertained by a
series of momentary glimpses of the conductor and
orchestra ; of a party in a box ; of the heroine's agitated

maid in the wings ; of the prompter (or deputy prompter,
for the hero of the film manages to replace the prompter
on the great night, to inspire the young woman with his

Svengali eye) ; and so on. In effect, short though these

extracts from Carmen and Butterfly are, the scenic action is

not interesting enough, or is too slow, to engage the

restless cinematograph.
This observation is made not to criticize but to define

the nature of the entertainment. The main impression

left by this evening at a picture house was of the lack of

plasticity in the cinematograph. Though all films are

now 'talkies,' they evidently are, and must be, essentially

photographs. All that they attempt in the way of fantasy

is as feeble and false as their representation of reality is

brilliant.

By the last sentence it is evident Mr. Capell has not

seen two masterpieces of silent cinema, Wiene's The

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and Lang's Siegfried. Both are

high fantasy; and it would be a singular stretch of

imagination to call them feeble. Also, it is unfortunate

a critic of Mr. CapelPs distinction should treat cinema

with such pitying condescension. Notice how he uses

the out-of-date, and, in any event, purely technical

word, 'cinematograph'—as if cinema were a lawn-

mower or motor-scooter—and elsewhere in his article
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he talks of authors in the film world as
c

. . . intel-

lectually and imaginatively as infantile as technically

—that is, as photographers—they are accomplished.'

The confusion of authors and cameramen is an indica-

tion of just how much Mr. Capell knows of what he

is writing about. Our major prophet, H. G. Wells,

who happens also to be a film scenarist, would not,

I think, claim to have the photographic talent of

M. Georges Perinal or Mr. Lee Garmes. And nobody

but a half-wit would call Mr. Wells intellectually

infantile. Mr. Capell, however, has made a case

against the stupidity of attempting a wedding between

opera and the dialectical film, which, as a capable music

critic, is what we would expect of him. But in so

doing he has failed to look beyond the tip of his nose.

He continues

:

. . . what would be left of Wagner in a cinematographed
Ring? Something very acceptable, no doubt, to the infant

mind. . . . There would be magnificent photographs of

holiday-makers' haunts— waterfalls, glaciers, dolomites.

. . . Even normal stage productions of The Ring have
sometimes been known in which the mountain scenery was
a little too reminiscent of happy Augusts at Grindelwald
and Zermatt. . . . Realistic scenery is inappropriate to

romantic action; but realism is the cinematograph's only

material. Vivid, dazzlingly vivid realism, but intractable.

If Mr. Capell really imagines the camera cannot

equally record a designed scene as well as a dolomite,

then he is under a sad misunderstanding of the nature

and function of the cine-camera. When he talks of

'intractable realism,
5

I would ask him to see Pabst's
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film version of Weil's Drei Groschenoper, and tell me
whether or no Metzner's settings are outstandingly

fine_as designs or merely attempts at representation.

I think Mr. Capell would at least admit to their being

quite 'unreal.
5 Where Mr. Capell seems to have gone

chiefly astray in reviewing One Night of Love is '
. . .

that the camera is never fixed on the stage for two

consecutive minutes/ because the operatic excerpts

are used as part of the story, not as pieces of opera in

themselves. They form part of the story about the

opera-singer and her teacher. Indirectly, he has made
a good case against any sort of montage technique

where operatic cinema is concerned, but he has failed

to see that cinema in a very few years will have colour,

stereoscopy, and a wide screen. The fact is important,

for the sub-caption of Mr. CapelPs article is, ' Opera's

Future as Indicated by One Night of Love? The future

of opera lies as much with cinema as does the future

of theatre as a whole. The film theatre of the not-far

future will mount existing operatic masterpieces in the

way it will mount Shakespeare and drama generally.

Under these conditions, we may certainly imagine an

ideal Ring, plus a proper scenic conception after

Appia. And I do not use the word c

ideal ' superficially,

for Wagner conceived Siegfried as young, fair, and

handsome, Brunhilde as austerely beautiful, Elsa as

frail and fey-like, and so on. By the technical process

known as 'doubling,' Siegfried's voice will not neces-

sarily be the voice of the actor we see playing the part.

Thus is the physiological problem of stout and ageing
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opera-singers cast in juvenile roles overcome. Critics

have made great play with this possibility, and perhaps

with justification, although it is our business to make
a certain reserve.

The technique of doubling for dialogue films or

musical-comedy films is a common practice to-day,

particularly for versions in different languages. It

requires some skill, but is not unduly complicated.

But a proper adherence to Wagnerian mimetics and

doubling would necessitate laborious practice over a

long period, and could only be done by actors of the

highest capacity. The actors would have to learn the

technics of singing, particularly breath control, to

give the appearance of singing. Moreover, Wagnerian

declamation is often an intrinsic part of the mimetic

action. To perform the action with conviction with-

out the voice making its contribution would be

very difficult. The problem is not insoluble; it will

probably need a school of Wagnerian actors in the way
that there is now a great school of Wagnerian singers,

arisen as a result of the particularized requirements

of the scores. Legion are the singers in French and

Italian opera who could no more sing Wagner properly

than jump over the moon.

§ 3. The problems attendant upon greater fidelity

in sound-reproduction we can only briefly outline, for

they are purely of a technical kind. Reproduction,

now, is faithful to a single line of sound to an amazing
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5

degree. Timbre, too, individually, is reproduced

to-day with verisimilitude which satisfies the most

exacting musicians. As the conditions of broadcasting

and of sound-film are substantially the same in this

connection, we can discuss the one in terms of the

other, except in one important particular.

The volume range of broadcasting is approximately

a third less than the total volume range of the ear.

In sound-film it is two-thirds less. This means a

fortissimo will be mezzo-forte, a pianissimo will be mezzo-

piano. In broadcasting, orchestral-playing tutti always

sounds, not blurred, as so many critics assert, but

deadened. The volume range of broadcasting being

less than the total volume range of the ear brings this

about ; the ratio of very loud to very soft is altered

—

the range is squeezed, as it were, like the two sides of

a concertina being partly brought together. Volume
distortion, therefore, is a very real problem in broad-

casting, accentuated in sound-film. It is the most

serious disadvantage of listening to music by radio

—the fortissimi and pianissimi mean very little, and are

no indication of the conductor's real effect in the hall,

or place of transmission. String tone, moreover,

takes on a
c

ringing' quality, which has nothing to do

with volume problems, but seems to give the strings a

volume they do not really possess. It is, however, a

form of distortion not nearly so imperative as volume

distortion. For pure tonal distortion, both in sound-

film and broadcasting, is for all practical purposes

non-existent (always assuming, of course, in sound-film,
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that recording and reproduction are up to the highest

practical standard known, and in broadcasting, trans-

mission and reception likewise). The 'muddiness'

often complained of in reproduction of highly coloured

modern orchestral scores is a musical and not per se a

technical matter. Debussy is considered the worst

offender in this respect: a bad composer for broad-

casting.

But to compare a Debussy broadcast under Toscanini

with interpretations by some distinguished conductors,

whose chieftitle to fame is their choreographic elegance,

is, indeed, to convince oneself of the peculiar genius

of Toscanini. Clarity of orchestral colour is still a

matter of composition and interpretation, independent

of the transmitting medium, be it broadcasting or

sound-film.

Schumann sounds as muddy over radio as he does

in the concert hall ; the glitter of Ravel's orchestration

is not tarnished by the loud-speaker.

Therefore the salient problem in recording and re-

production for operatic films is volume range. The
present restricted range to-day is due to the sound-

track and picture being on the same film in the finished

prints issued to cinema halls. As the total width of

the standard film is but 35 mm. it will be readily under-

stood that only a very small portion of this can be

allotted to the sound-track. The very small area thus

prescribed limits the range equally in the sound-negative.

A separate sound-track print in which the track, or

photographed sound-waves, occupied the whole of a
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35 mm. film would increase the volume range far

beyond its present limits. The single-film arrangement

is a matter of commercial convenience (transport, ease

of handling, and so on) ; furthermore, it is quite

adequate for speech, and for music which does not call

for extremes in volume, such as chamber-music

combinations, jazz bands, and solo instrumental

playing. When we come to the faithful reproduction

of a big orchestral score, however, it is a different

story—-just as it is in broadcasting, but emphasized.

The evolution of sound-technics in cinema has been

so rapid that there is no reason not to suppose a fuller

volume range will very presently be devised. A wide

screen, colour, and stereoscopy will ring such changes

in other ways, as we have been at some pains to point

out, that it is conceivable the sound-track in the

future may be given a film to itself, and so overcome

the major problem.

§ 4. No doubt by the time this book is in print,

wholly operatic films in dialectic technique will have

made their appearance. The experiment will be in-

teresting, and no doubt cinema masters, like Lubitsch,

will have something new to reveal in the way of minor

by-paths for montage. But the experiment can be no

more than a trifling for the sake of new subjective

material. The nature of the dialectic film is utterly

at odds with the nature of opera. There can be no

justification aesthetically for monochromatic, sceno-

graphic versions of Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci,
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Carmen, Madame Butterfly, Louise, any more than i

those

monstrous and unholy hybrids
5 have aesthetic justifi-

cation in theatre. One can advance the argument,

certainly, that film versions ofsuch works would initiate

a vast new public into the realm of opera, that they

would whet the appetite for better things. There is no

question, I think, that the broadcastjazz band has sent

many a person to Queen's Hall after having tried the

seemingly risky experiment of feeling bright instead of

blue, by listening for once to a symphony concert trans-

mission instead of the depressing groans of a yo-di-o-

doo-er. Teachers of music who storm and rage at the

erotic iniquity of the jazz band might do well to con-

sider Gershwin as implicitly a good advertisement for

Grieg, Berlin for Beethoven, and Porter for Pergolesi.

Having conditioned cinema audiences to accept operatic

melodramas such as those cited, it is probable they will

not only ask for more, but better, in which case it is

conceivable that by that time the film theatre will have

arrived, and we shall be given mountings of genuinely

great works, such as A Village Romeo and Juliet, Pelleas et

Melisande, Tristan, and as a distant hope some Mozart,

even a little Scarlatti, perhaps eventually Monteverdi's

masterpiece. But I fear very much before that happy

time may arrive we shall have waded through a good

deal of Puccini, a heap of Straus, perhaps a dose of

Meyerbeer, and if fashionable operatic pundits had

their way, the florid horror of Rossini and his school.

Der Ring der Nibelungen, that mighty and magical

tetralogy, will unquestionably find its way to the film
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theatre ; indeed, it seems more than likely Wagner will

occupy the most important corner of the film theatre's

operatic programme, as he does now of the opera-

house. For Wagner is to-day, with his nineteenth-

century music of the future, the composer of the people.

With characteristic English snobbery, the Wagner
nights at Covent Garden being packed to overflowing,

the operatic cognoscenti now turn up their noses at

Bayreuth's alchemist, to rush after a coloratura vul-

garian. Be that as it may, we can console ourselves

that the facile Rossinians, the sincerely fanatical

Berliozians in sneering at Wagner are doing no

more than emulating the English people as a whole,

who, for sixty years or so, regarded Shakespeare with

indifference. The two of them, Shakespeare and

Wagner, are the greatest theatre-men of all time, and

the sheer solidity of their work will take more shifting

than will be accomplished by cliques and cliches.



CHAPTER IV TOWARDS A SOLID CINEMA

Say whatyou like, the atmosphere

ofart is cool;ft is a sphere ofspiritual

valuations* of transmuted values; a

jworld of style: a manuscript world, _

objectively ^
in the rftnxtpersonal sense ,

~

occupied with,form. \ . .
—Thomas

"

Mann, Past Masters.

§ i. It is curious how rigidly we adhere to our con-

ception oftheatre and cinema as
c

a picture seen through

a
[

frame/ ) Theatrical display not done on a stage

SeKmd a proscenium confines itself in this century to

pageant, circus, and tattoo. In England, the Albert

Hall, Olympia, and the Rushmoor Arena at Alder-

shot may be called the representative triumvirate of

the theatrical antique. The ' picture-frame ' theatre

is, of course, comparatively recent, spectators in the

Elizabethan playhouse by no means being shut off

from the actors by an insuperable architectural barrier,

some actually being seated on the stage. Divergence

from the classic arena ultimately is found to be no

more than our old friend Realism pushing himself

to the fore and trampling underfoot all the other

possibilities of theatre as he goes.

The effort, at all costs, to be real has produced a

theatre throughout the world of one very definite

architectural shape. ^A^play^it has been reasoned

during the course of time, is visually a moving picture.

>

bu
120

'
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If the picture is to have likeness to events as they might

occur in real life, it must, therefore, be set in a frame

to isolate the spectator so that he looks on at a micro-

cosmic world bound by this frame. He is an outsider, coyx__c

^as^twer^^loo^nq im 9

^ We have alreadypmnteaout^ ^/o^
in the first instance at the risk of being platitudinous^ 'i£\

#

and in the second tautological, the quintessencejof a a^ c

picture is that it does not move, tnat it is jstatic. "^
Moreover, that in the highest art of picture-making

—

painting—it is two-dimensional. ? -z.

(By this time,THose readers who may have become

annoyed at the continual discussion of one art in terms

of another will repeat the oft-quoted dictum that the

spatial and temporal arts bear no relation as medium,

and cannot, therefore, be approached on those grounds.

It is pleasant and comfortable to be unphilosophic

when confronted with a philosophical problem if you

happen to be an artist, for you can say with happy

abandon—and few will question you—you have no

concern with philosophy. But, as an artist, you

have presumably some concern with aesthetics. And
aesthetics are indissolubly bound up with the philo-

sophic premises governing medium. Furthermore,

where the potential art of cinema is concerned, it is

neither painting, sculpture, music, nor literature. In

its ultimate form, towards which it rapidly advances,

it is a little of each. Consequently, we cannot discuss

it intelligently, unless at least we glance, even if only

generally, at the philosophical basis from which each of

its components will eventually be made.)
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^A picturejwhich moves, therefore, is a contradiction. .„.

in terms. 2A picture which moves, and also has depth,

is still further removed from painting. .The idea of
c

seeing through a frame' should be alien to theatre

for this reason, and for another which is psychological.

The frame, with the movements inside it, at once

erects a barrier between the participants in the

"-^
' moving picture'—the play, opera, or ballet—and the

spectator looking in. He is an observer outside the

event instead of being a tacit participant in it, as he

should be. He is isolated so far because he is, really,

peeping through a key-hole. And the disadvantage of

key-hole peeping is that we do not see" the whple
^j

picture; neither would we if the door were opened

and we still remained outside. We could not look

round the corner. Not until we are actually inside the

room do we become fully merged in the events taking

place therein. You might argue that you have no

desire for further intimacy with the drama in a cinema

hall or theatre, that already, if the work be well enough

done, you c

lose yourself temporarily and forget where

you are. That may well be so, up to a point. But I

submit, we are never so completely at one with a great

play before us in a theatre as we are at one with a

great novel or poem read in solitude. To admit that, of

course, is to admit the inferiority of theatre to literature

as a form. Indeed, there seems no alternative but to

accept this obvious fact, to qualify it, though, by saying

it is only on account of theatre's (and cinema's)

seemingly eternal marriage to the picture-frame idea.

i m 1

la
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But, you might say, the novel or poem can nowhere

approach the texture of purely objective beauty in

ballet and in some music-drama (both of which forms

come within the broad category of theatre) . That is

really no more than saying theatre is interpretive and

literature is not. In literature, transmission from

creative artist to recipient is direct; in theatre, it

is through the creative artist's handmaiden— the

interpretive virtuoso. For, in the forms of theatre

mentioned, objective beauty in the sense of visual and

.aural texture is largely interpretive. I mean by this,

if no persons existed, or ever had existed, who could

sing Rhinegold, no dancers who could perform Les

Sylphides, the value of these works, as works of art, is

practically non-existent. I do not refer to object

structure or form, but to its material (visual or aural

or both) manifestation. We must admit, therefore,

theatre of some kind (ballet, opera, music-drama) has

qualities literature does not possess, that it is in this

respect a superior form to literature. Those very

qualities of theatre which cause this to be are just

those, surely, we partly lose by psychological isolation

from them. For we stick our singers and dancers,

actors and mimes behind aframe. There it is, complete

with garniture of gold and baroque frill, the singers

and dancers, actors, and mimes disporting themselves

within. There is as much validity in the reason for

it as there is ham in the proverbial railway-station

sandwich. 'But what are you going to do? 5

I hear

dissentients saying. 'All art must have some basis in
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reality; if you take the frame away you have only

something like a bull-ring as alternative. And, by

thunder, what sort of drawing-room or boudoir set

do you expect to put up in a bull-ring? It would not

bear any relation to being real at all.' You see, thus

does our little friend real pop up. In fact, he spends his

inexhaustible life popping up, for there is a vast

multitude who think 'there 's a lot in him.
5

Have we, most of us who are not professional

producers or specialist students of drama, have we
ever asked ourselves whether the way we mount the

Attic drama, Shakespeare, Mozart's operas, classical

and modern ballet, in short, the best work in

theatrical art, is the best way it can be mounted? Is it

possible that by abandoning the arena we have deprived

the hen laying the golden eggs ofher right to a properly

shaped hen-house? The Open-Air Theatre in Regent's

Park gets along very well without a frame between

audience and actors. What if the lay of the land were

such that here was a natural arena? U
Hamlet, for example, would be better mounted in an

arena than on an ordinary stage. The same applies

to Euripides, as well as to the latest choreographic

invention of Massine. Hamlet is probably the most

psychological play ever written. To understand and

appreciate Hamlet's character, the more fully we be-

come merged in the drama the more we understand

Shakespeare's great creation. Now, ^watching the

development of a drama, such as Hamlet
y
through a

r
frame does not make for psychological intimacy. In

L>
)
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fact, precisely the reverse occurs. Looking into the

frame automatically entails a fixed orientation of view-

point. We never see more than one side of the picture

:

to all intents and purposes, in this sense, it is a two-

dimensional picture, despite the presence of real depth,

because it is flat by virtue of the fact that when we look

at any scene we are aware, from our fixed viewpoint,

of its surface texture primarily, not of its depth and

solidity. If, now, we enclose a scene, for purposes of

argument suppose a dancing figure, in a circle, and we
move around the circle's periphery as the figure's dance

proceeds, we shall be very much more aware of the

figure's solidity than we should if we looked at it from

one fixed viewpoint. In viewing a piece of sculpture

or a building, we walk round it. Our changing

viewpoint through three hundred and sixty degrees

means we see all the aspects, in the horizontal plane,

of an object's surface texture. Thus do we appreciate

it more fully because we know more of it than we would

from one viewpoint only; the greater the sense-data

we perceive the greater our cognizance.

We cannot, however, in an arena theatre walk round

the periphery of the arena. We are still very firmly

planted in our seat at a fixed point. Where, therefore,

does the arena have so great an advantage? In this:

that it is the best approach towards a psychologically

ideal theatre. The mere fact that the action takes

place in a circle and we as spectators are ranged around

it, brings us collectively nearer the event, thus each one

of us individually nearer, too. The action occurring
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within a circle is more psychologically real than it is when
behind a frame. A highly artificial, stylized drama

played in an arena will be more real psychologically,

despite that the externals of objective realism—the

usual sense in which the word 'verisimilitude
5

is used

—

may be quite lacking. This very lack of purely

objective verisimilitude, but with a more vivid com-

prehension of what we think to be real, would, indeed,

mean a tighter and more concentrated fusion of form

and subject.

But, you might rightly say, even supposing theatres

of the future were built on the classic plan, we should

still be some way from this psychologically ideal theatre.

The arena is no more physically free than the stage

;

it is, indeed, rather worse off than the stage in that

respect. Moreover, no one has even remotely con-

sidered the necessity for moving the auditorium as

the play proceeds. Are we not chasing after an

impractical and exceedingly nebulous ideal?

If we think in terms of a solid arena theatre, yes.

But why not a solid cinema? Is it not within the

bounds of possibility the cinematograph deus ex machina

might evolve to this end? What, in short, might well

be called a spatial re-creation of actuality.

With the perfection of colour cinematography (and

not necessarily stereoscopic colour) there seems to be

no fundamental technical difficulty in the way of an

audience seated in an arena seeing a replica of, say,

a circus, purely by cinematic means. There sits the

audience, and in the middle of it the elephant is doing
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his tricks. But if you leave your seat and try to walk

into the arena to give the elephant a bun, you will

be singularly unsuccessful. For the elephant is not

really there. By the time you are seeing this solid

film of him, he probably is wisely asleep in his

spacious cage at the Zoo.

It is, in forecasting a scientific marvel which is not

proven possible, extremely easy to appear ridiculous,

and a natural disinclination to that end tends to

cause a certain amount of facetiousness on account of

the trepidation of the would-be prophet. Engineers

and scientific gentlemen merely say
c Pouf!

5

look at

one contemptuously, and give a knowing grin. An
indication, I like to console myself in this age of

specialization, of the half-idiot nature of the specialist

(for a pure specialist would be a madman). The
majority regard one as

cfunny that way, 5

or indulge

themselves the unique spectacle of a person so foolish

as to have bothered about thinking of the future at all.

Since the readers of this book, in the main, will be

persons who themselves have thought about the future

of cinema, I shall, I hope, be granted tolerance by

them. Of the others, should such there be, I can only

recommend their throwing the volume into the waste-

basket here and now, and I apologize for occasioning

them what they have no doubt many pages back

decided to be a waste of money.

§ 2. If a solid cinema is at all possible, how is it to
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be achieved? And, having been achieved, what will

be the shape of the building in which performances are

given? Let us first imagine a solid block of ice of the

kind often seen in fishmongers' shops. Imagine now,

still on this miniature scale, a similar cube whose sides,

instead of being ice, are made of some translucent

material, such as mica or grease-paper. In short, a

box rather like fashionable decorative aquariums,

except that the sides are not of glass. With lights out

or darkened room, we see, not the box, but, say, a

model Chinese garden on a square tray, a well-

known feature of most florists' establishments. Now
let us imagine our mica bo^ enlarged to the size

rectilineally of the centre court at Wimbledon. Its

sides consist now oijour immense translucent screens

;

it need not necessarily have a bottom or a top, the

screens standing on a wooden or metal base, but of

the same colour as the screens. Seats are arranged

in tiers round the four sides, the whole theatre or

stadium thus arranged being, of course, enclosed by a

roof. When the lights are on, all we see are the screens

;

when they are out and the theatre is in darkness, there

before us is a tennis match, just as it would appear in

actuality.

Let us see now how such a thing might be done with

the ordinary monochromatic, scenographic cinema of

to-day. Still using the tennis match as example, we
place four cameras round the court, one for each side,

spaced equidistant from each other, and each the

same distance from its respective side. A lens would
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be used whose angle was sufficiently wide to include

the whole of any one side. The lenses of the four

cameras would be of the same size. Let us call

the cameras north, south, east, and west. Thus, the

two extreme corners of camera north's view would be

' overlapped
5 by cameras east and west, the two

extreme corners of camera south's views likewise,

while cameras east and west would be similarly over-

lapped by cameras north and south. The match is

in progress, and the cameras turn at their usual speed

of twenty-four pictures a second, or ninety feet a

minute. They are being driven by electric motors

running synchronously with each other, the normal

procedure in sound-film production to-day in cases

where one or more cameras are shooting the same

scene. All four films, therefore, will be identical in

length. In our 'solid' cinema hall are four projectors,

north, south, east, and west, all placed correctly

relative to each other and the mica screens. The film

from camera north will run on projector north, from

Tamera south on projector south, and likewise east

and west. Since the projectors run at the standard

speed and will be synchronously coupled, the films (to

be technically correct, prints from the negatives) will

again be running synchronously. Now we, as specta-

tors, can see through the screens ; we can, indeed, see all

four screens at once. Consequently, wherever we sit

around the square we shall see all four cameras' view-

points simultaneously. The effect will be one solid

view within the screens, as if the match were actually

K
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there. The disintegrated viewpoints integrate to a

whole single viewpoint when projected in this way.

It must be understood that the c

side, ' say, of a figure

seen by camera north will exactly fit the 'side
5

seen by

camera south, likewise with the other two cameras.

As all four cameras overlap there will be an exact

fit, consequently an appearance of solidity. It does

not require a very long stretch of imagination to

appreciate that the four screens could, as it were,

bend back to each other and so form a cylinder.

The only qualification is that the diameter be suffi-

ciently large, and adequate overlapping allowed.

A cylindrical screen would naturally entail a circular

auditorium. Thus we are back again at the antique

architectural form of theatre.

I should perhaps point out that these suggestions are

purely tentative, and are here put forth in the simplest

possible outline. To make such a cinema practical,

more than four cameras and four projectors might be

needed ; it might be necessary to use a screen of opaque

material heavily impregnated with holes, and so on.

Also, of course, the background to the viewpoint seen

by each camera would be no background. It would

have to be similar to the horizon background given by

a cyclorama on a stage. That is to say, there would

be no question of the cameras actually shooting a

tennis match at Wimbledon or wherever it may be.

The background of camera north, under such circum-

stances, would be the position of camera south, and

vice versa. The tennis match would have to be staged
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in a studio specially built for so entirely new a form.

Such a studio certainly would not differ very greatly

from studios as built at present, except that its ' walls

'

would constitute the cyclorama backgrounds necessary.

The cameras would shoot through apertures in the

cyclorama walls, behind the walls so that camera north

would never see camera south, the same, of course,

applying to the other two cameras. And the aperture

in each wall would be so small, relative to the total

size of each whole wall, that it would be invisible.

The salient fact for us now to understand is that a

solid cinema of this kind is possible using standard

cinematograph machinery as it exists at the present

time. It could be done in black-and-white photo-

graphy. That it would not be desirable to do so is

obvious, and the whole concept presupposes a more

highly developed colour system than any of those now
available. But having established the architectural

shape of our ideal cinema hall, and the necessity for

solidity in distinction to stereoscopy seen through a

frame, we are now in a position to consider the

possibilities of what it is perhaps permissible to call

an entirely new art.

§ 3. Why, you might ask, has this new solid cinema

any more right to call itself an art than the flicking

dialectical film of to-day? First, because the camera

is no longer a recorder pure and simple. It cannot

now be set up in the street to photograph the traffic

K2
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moving past it. The cameras in our new cyclorama-

walled studio would photograph nothing unless some-

thing were created in the space enclosed by the walls.

The process, in fact, is essentially creative, not selective,

which is the basis of montage-built films. Whilst we
know selection to be an integral part of creation in all

art, selection in the editing process is really no more

than discrimination. Selection in relation to the true

artist's concept, temporal or spatial, consists of a

faculty outside reason, the intuitive tightness of ' select-

ing' the one and only means to an end. Scene and

action in solid cinema must be designed. It is a formal

world, a world of style.

Despite its complete lack of objective realism

(interiors, such as bedrooms and boudoirs, can only be

indicated, for there are no 'walls'), it can come nearer

the universality in the heart of things, just on account

of transmutation into such a world.

Mozart's music in the main is the most beautiful

ever conceived by the mind of man. It is beautiful

because of its quality of universal understanding. And
an intrinsic constituent of that quality is transmuta-

tion of the seemingly commonplace into a formal

logic which, by the artist's intuitive use of it, reveals

a beauty and a truth yet unseen.

A number of readers will have probably realized

that ballet is nearest the conditions requisite for solid

cinema. Ballet hitherto has seemed of limited import-

ance, partly because of the delicate fragility of its

1

classical ' form, and partly because ofits non-subjective,
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abstract nature. It has been strongly criticized for

being merely a pastiche, lacking all severity, and

absolutely dependent upon interpretation. Moreover,

say this school of critics, it is collective, and therefore

the genuine individualist can have no place in it.

Before we can discuss the possibilities of solid cinema

and its balletesque form, we must inquire briefly into

the tendency of the arts to-day towards a coalition on

their own account.

There is no question, despite those hale, hearty, and

rubicund gentlemen who tell us how hale, hearty, and

rubicund everything is, the arts separately and inde-

pendently are in decline. And the decline, like the

physical condition in the human being, is on account

of exhaustion. In painting and sculpture, music and

literature, the artist either has to take a backwater

leading eventually to isolated saltings, or fall in with

the collective yell of humanity.

Already painting has 'advanced 5

into the imbecile.

The sur-realists subjectively try to express in paint,

quintessentially a static medium, something—the world

of dream—by its very nature implying time. Sculp-

ture, when not trying to copy the powerful vigour and

visual intensity of Epstein, an artist in the great

tradition, merely rushes back to a faint and mildly

stupid adherence to the African. Literature (except-

ing, of course, its prostitutes, better known as best-seller

writers, who like to fancy their little pieces of pseudo-

psychological piffle qualifies them to the title of artist)

seems to be on the way to becoming music, Wyndham
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Lewis, in Men Without Art, is at some pains to point

out how his old friend Mr. Ezra Pound has, indeed,

become a musician.

Joyce is concerned primarily with sound. And is

there not a story of the mighty Eliot with kettle-drum?

As Eric Linklater says in Poets Pub :

cWe 've given up
epic and satire on the grand scale and throwing our

caps over the moon.' Writers who in the past have

been so prone to be in love with the sea, now steer

their craft to rarely frequented creeks, there eventually

to be left high and dry by the ebb, in contemplation of

and meditation with their really rather dull isolation

on the mud. Their alternative is to become best-

seller writers after the manner so assiduously prescribed

by the oracular Arnold Bennett at half a crown a word

for the advice. And the disadvantage of becoming a

best-seller writer is that your integrity as artist is blown

sky high, for by the nature of the process you become

critic, film scenarist, journalist, and playwright amongst

other things, finishing up with a nice little place in

the country, doin' a bit of huntin
5 and fishin' and all

that. On the whole, ultimately rather better to sit on

the mud. Similarly, if you are a painter, better to be

a Max Ernst or a Chirico than to toss any talent you

may have to the four winds by painting,
c teeming with

likeness,
5 mayor after mayor of the now proverbial

Hogsnorton.

For that is your only alternative, finishing you up

maybe by election to associateship of that august insti-

tution, the pavements on the north and south sides of
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whose building are so conspicuously used as promenades

by ladies of the town, that numskull assemblage of

associates and members and their guests who gather

together once a year for dinner, and who on one

occasion when Lord Rutherford told them Einstein

was an artist, and a great artist too, howled with

derisive mirth, to the unutterable confusion of the

brilliant and distinguished English physicist.

In music, Stravinsky and Schonberg have dis-

appeared into the stratospheric heights ofneo-classicism

and the furious limitations of atonalism respectively.

Both they, and their followers, produce music of quite

exceptional hideousness. Sibelius alone, now that

Delius is gone, is in the great tradition. Stravinsky

is interesting as an artist who, under the guiding hand

of a greater man, once did good work.

In that, he sets a type of artist common to-day,

possessed of a characteristic common to the majority

of humanity. They are at their best when led by the

nose. Under Diaghileff, Stravinsky wrote his UOiseau

de Feu, Petroushka, and Sacre du Printemps. When left

to himself he dashes off into a cul-de-sac and writes

music such as his Piano Concerto. Stravinsky's music

for ballet is excellent as ballet music. In that it admir-

ably fulfils its purpose. Removed from theatre to

concert hall, however, the poverty of Stravinsky as

an individual artist is immediately apparent. He is,

in short, a good artist in a collective assembly of artists

in other media, all contributing their piece to the whole.

Under a powerful hand like Diaghileff *s he thrives.
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It is a modern phenomenon, to be found in artists

outside music, and in music down to minor composers

such as Georges Auric.

Auric, a member of the group called
c Les Six, ' is most

interesting in Clair's A Nous la Liberte and Cocteau's

Le Sang d'un Poete, a sur-realist film of considerable

importance, inasmuch as it shows without a shadow of

doubt there is only one medium for sur-realist art, and

that is cinema. Similarly, the German directors,

Murneau, Dupont, and Robison have done their

best work under the productorial supervision of Erich

Pommer. The real artist behind, say, Vaudeville, is

Pommer, irrespective of the fact that the director,

Dupont, knows his business, and knows it well.

This strange position * in the avant-garde of the arts

to-day, where painting strives to be cinema, where

sculpture harks back to the primitive, where literature

tries to become music, and music mathematics, may
be due to two causes. It may be due to exploration in

the possibilities of the arts as separate entities having

come to an end, and, more likely, to the undoubted

fact that as time goes on great individuals, natures in

Goethe's sense, are becoming less and less.

A great artist, like Sibelius or Epstein, seeks the

guidance of no one ; he stands utterly alone on his own
two feet. His only affinity as artist is with those of the

past who have been also great. A lesser man, in

order that his vision shall manifest itself most fully,

must have it awakened within him by someone of

sensibility akin to and somewhat more alive than his
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own. That someone may be incapable of any real

creation himself; you can call him, if you like, a

dilletante. But he is very much more than that. He is

a creator through the artists he gathers about him.

Such a man was Diaghileff, such a man is Rhinehardt.

There is, therefore, an inevitable tendency for the

arts to merge, due to this type of individual having

arisen. I do not suggest that before we can say

'Pop goes the weasel,
5 no more great symphonies will

be composed, no more great pictures painted, or poems

written. The arts separately will continue in their

course for many a generation to come. But I do

suggest great (that over-worked and misused adjective)

works in each will become steadily fewer. I go further

and suggest, despite no knowing whither genius will

arise and the shape it will take, the greatest art-work

of the future will be done collectively by individuals

given a lead and guidance by men of outstanding

aesthetic sensibility who, though directly uncreative

themselves, will use individual artists as their instru-

ments of creation. Such men, I believe, will be the

great artists of the future, and their medium the solid

'

cinema we have discussed.

..Critics who regard ballet as a minor, relatively

unimportant art, do it a gre^mjustice by not making

allowance for it being new enough to^ expand beyond

its present seemingly very definite limitations.

Even supposing the possibilities of solid cinema
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were not the means wherein its obvious future

lies, there is plenty of room for experiment and

development if ballet were always to be confined to

the limitations of the proscenium stage.

In visualizing just how solid cinema would look to

the spectator, we can naturally do no more than

merely outline the kind of music which is implicitly

balletesque, and would seem particularly appropriate

to use for choreographic and scenic experiment in the

new form. A work which immediately occurs to mind

is Debussy's La Mer. Indeed, it is a matter of surprise

to me that no one has yet done this masterpiece of

exquisite subtlety into a ballet. I do not, let me hasten

to add, consider such a procedure to have the least

justification on fundamental aesthetic grounds. The
work is self-sufficient; but I can see the visual

approach a choreographer might bring to it. The
opportunity for ' Dialogue of the Wind and the Sea

'

which marks the second half of the second movement
is obvious. The decor could, I think, produce an

entirely new effect. Solid cinema would still possess

the invaluable quality of superimposition of one

scene on another just as cinema does to-day. It

would also make the fullest possible use of the ' mix

'

or dissolving of one scene into another. Without

going into the details of how it would be done, it is

not difficult to visualize La Mer with the elements

personified as anthropomorphic spirits indissolubly one

with the real elements.

The sea might be comparatively calm, with waves
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gently breaking over an island rock near by, on which

stands a lighthouse. The spirit of the Sea might

dance on the ocean's surface, the aerial spirit of the

Wind first presenting himself and making his presence

felt upon the rock. And the rock and lighthouse would

be designed—not merely a replica of the Eddystone.

In our circular theatre, the spectator, psychologically,

would be very near such a setting.

We have already commented upon the further

necessity ofmoving him relative to what he is seeing—he

must move round it just as he would round a piece of

sculpture. Whilst the engineering problems involved

in revolving a circular auditorium are probably not

insurmountable, upon a moment's reflection it will be

seen to be unnecessary to take such elaborate steps.

There is no reason why the translucent cylinder with

its accompanying projectors should not revolve, pro-

ducing thereby an identical effect upon the spectator.

The cylindrical screen would be mounted on some-

thing like a revolving stage; the projectors would

throw through a continuous slit in the auditorium

and would be mounted on a circular travelling band,

built somewhat on the principle of the moving stair-

case. Both would revolve synchronously and slowly.

They would start revolving before the performance

commenced, so that the spectator would not be

conscious of their movement, as if the screen were

being turned round in the manner of a set built on a

revolving stage behind a proscenium. The spectator

would feel no more in this respect than a gradually
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and continually changing orientation ofviewpoint on his

part—as if, in fact, the auditorium itself were moving.

Another large modern musical work which would

be admirable for treatment in such a medium is

Walton's Belshazzar's Feast. This powerful and vigor-

ous oratorio on the biblical theme has again those

qualities, although musically unlike La Mer, which

stimulate the choreographer.

So far we have considered nothing that is extra-

balletesque by reason of the huge resources of the

new medium, except the absolute synthesis of decor

and choreography in a possible La Mer.

The line of development most likely would seem to

be a form neither pure ballet, music-drama, nor poetic-

drama, but a synthesis of all three.

You might say, with some justification, such a form

would be a hybrid of unlovely proportions. Any such

thing on a proscenium stage, in dialectic film or a film

theatre, most decidedly would. But in this solid

cinema theatre where 'naturalism,'
c

realism,' and so

forth, are finally banished, and the medium, more-

over, is capable of doing well just those things which

the other forms can only attempt, the scope now for

synchronization of the visual and aural, in all its potential

multitudinous complexity, is immediately obvious.

To quote again an example we have used before,

the sailors hauling, in Act I of Tristan, is, as it were,

a short mimetic interlude.

With this as cue, one can easily imagine a form in

which the recurrence of such interludes of mime and
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dance is inevitably part of a music-drama, a drama

perhaps whose characters do not necessarily sing

themselves, but make explicit by gesture the words

sung by other voices, whether singly or in chorus.

Thus, it seems to me, is the only way a symphonic

poem can be made explicit visually, with aesthetic

satisfaction.

The music-drama of this theatre would be more than

the name implies. It would be a drama with the

music only implicitly used. The visual counterpart

would be every bit as important as the music. In

fact, one might go so far as to say the one would be

quite unintelligible without the other. There would

be no 'playing the music on the gramophone' with a

hope of understanding it. For the 'music' might

consist of choruses, chanting, declaiming, intoning, or

single individuals speaking. Indeed, here at last

would be a medium in which, amongst other things,

the infinite beauty in the sounds and combination of

sounds in speech could be explored. Likewise, the

visual half might seem to be meaningless movement
when not accompanied by its aural counterpart. The
properties supposedly exclusive to the various forms of

theatre, each in their turn, are the general property

in a theatre such as this—for it is an ideal theatre.

It is as near as thought can go in attempting to show

if a 'synthesis of the arts' is possible. In such a

theatre it is possible.

So that the reader may obtain some concrete idea

of a specific event in this new form, I would ask
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him to try to imagine for himself how a composer,

choreographer, and scene-designer respectively might

formalize the following dumb show from Part III

of The Dynasts. It is Scene 2, which describes the last

remnants of Napoleon's dying army on the retreat

from Moscow.

The Open Country between Smorgoni and Wilna

The winter is more merciless, and snow continues to fall

upon a deserted expanse of unenclosed land in Lithuania.

Some scattered birch bushes merge in a forest in the

back-ground.
It is growing dark, though nothing distinguishes where

the sun sets. There is no sound except that of a shuffling

of feet in the direction of a bivouac. Here are gathered
tattered men like skeletons. Their noses and ears are

frost-bitten, and pus is oozing from their eyes. These
stricken shades in a limbo of gloom are among the last

survivors of the French army. Few of them carry arms.

One squad, ploughing through snow above their knees,

and with icicles dangling from their hair that clink like

glass-lustres as they walk, go into the birch wood, and are

heard chopping. They bring back boughs, with which
they make a screen on the windward side, and contrive to

light a fire. With their swords they cut rashers from a dead
horse, and grill them in the flames, using gunpowder for

salt to eat them with. Two others return from a search

with a dead rat and some candle-ends. Their meal
shared, some try to repair their gaping shoes and to tie

up their feet, that are chilblained to the bone.

A straggler enters who whispers to one or two soldiers

of the group. A shudder runs through them at his words.

. . . [The soldier reports that Napoleon has left them to

their fate.] . . . Other soldiers spring up as they realize

the news, and stamp hither and thither, impotent with

rage, grief, and despair, many in their physical weakness
sobbing like children. . . .
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Exhausted, they again crouch round the fire. Officers

and privates press together for warmth. Other stragglers

arrive, and sit at the backs of the first. With the progress

of the night the stars come out in unusual brilliancy,

Sirius and those in Orion flashing like stilettos; and the

frost stiffens.

The fire sinks and goes out; but the Frenchmen do not

move. The day dawns, and still they sit on.

In the background enter some light horse of the Russian
army, followed by Kutiizof himself and a few of his staff.

He presents a terrible appearance now—bravely serving

though slowly dying, his face puffed with the intense cold,

his one eye staring out as he sits in a heap in the saddle, his

head sunk into his shoulders. The whole detachment
pauses at the sight of the French asleep. They shout; but
the bivouackers give no sign. . . .

Exeunt Kutiizof, his staff, and the detachment of horse

in the direction of Wilna ; and with the advance of day
the snow resumes its fall, slowly burying the dead
bivouackers.

Finally, I would suggest a reading of that compara-

tively unknown genius, Olaf Stapledon. His works,

Last and First Men and Last Men in London, two of the

most brilliant pieces of fantastic prophecy ever written,

will give a clear indication in themselves of how
they could be mounted in solid cinema, and how in

any other form of cinema or theatre such an under-

taking would be quite impossible.

From the very far distant future to the very far

distant past, a re-reading of the Odyssey of Homer
would be revealing of solid cinema's scope. None
other than Sir Thomas Beecham is reported to have

said it would make a good film. As he must ob-

viously have been referring to the film of to-day, we
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can only regard such a statement as yet another of

Sir Thomas's little quips, for obviously a hiccough-

ing, montage-built Odyssey would be as ludicrous as

the possibilities of a version in solid cinema are

apparent.

§ 5. There seems little doubt that solid cinema,

when first introduced, will be used in a way the

direct antithesis of that which we have been discuss-

ing. It is, evidently, capable of great realism. One can

easily imagine immense productions of military tattoos,

elaborate reproductions of the Battle of Jutland, and

so on.

Such a stage in its evolution is as inevitable as the

celluloid reproduction of naturalistic plays was in

cinema on the arrival of sound.

It would be idle to speculate whether it would

acquire the enormous popularity enjoyed by cinema

to-day or whether it would, like theatre at the present

time, be an art for the few. That kind of prophetic

groping in the dark serves no useful purpose. We can

do no more than say that in its ultimate manifestation,

like all great art, it would be severe. But, let us

repeat, severity ipso facto does not mean seriousness.

No one but a very academic music professor would call

the scherzo of the Ninth Symphony serious. It would,

however, be redundant and impertinent to comment
on the greatness, and consequently the severity, of the

Ninth Symphony as a whole.
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We must not suppose the film industry, in film theatre

or in solid cinema, will stop producing doleful millions

of feet of rubbish any more than publishers will stop

publishing millions of pages of rot. Unfortunately,

rot and rubbish pay.

Let us make no mistake about it, the novelette,

popular tune, popular film with all the ingredients of

love, laughter, hate, and revenge, are with us as a

result of a demand for art, even if it be such as this

—

an inferior kind, much better designated by the word
c

entertainment. ' If, however, we examine the meaning

of the word 'entertainment' we find it covers an im-

mense category in which art must be included. Enter-

tainment can be defined as the pleasure which the mind

receives from anything interesting. Beauty is interesting

because it provokes what we think is our finest, purest

emotion, for with Keats we say beauty is truth, and

truth is beauty. Also, beauty is interesting intellectu-

ally as the antithesis of ugliness. As the whole and

only genuine concern of art is with beauty, we can

without fear of contradiction, say art is interesting.

Consequently, in this sense, art very definitely comes

within the meaning of the word ' entertainment. ' By
being emotionally moved by El Greco, I am a priori

entertained by El Greco. By being emotionally moved
in a totally different way by Mickey Mouse, I am a

priori entertained by Mickey Mouse. Which of the

two I prefer will depend upon the sort of man I am.

But I am, nevertheless, entertained by both. It has been

necessary to make this slight digression, for one hears
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it constantly said: 'Entertainment has no concern

with art.'

Since art is the highest form of entertainment we
know, those gentlemen in the film industry who
shriek this slogan so vociferously are merely branding

themselves rather bigger fools than one would have

supposed their financial acumen would permit them

to be.

We agree wholeheartedly with the logic of the

financier when he tells us he has to produce trash to

meet the demand for it. We go further: we can see

very obviously that if the money made by trash were

not as vast as it is, there would be nothing to spend

on experiments (all experiments are risks) towards a

distant ultimate severance with it. For film produc-

tion is costly ; cinema the most expensive means of

making^n^rtamment hitherto known .

c Giving the publicwKat it wants' dies hard, but

at last the idiotic phrase is being appreciated for

the illusion it is. You nor I, nor any one knows jT

what the public wants. And least of all does the public 2
know itself. If we give it something a little ' better

than that which it liked best last time, we shall at once

have served better the public and ourselves. And the

public in return will serve us by acclaiming the success

of our policy. For the quintessence of success is to

lead. And the great bellowing, inarticulate masses,

confused by the Stupid Sisters, are never happier

than when someone is showing them firmly which way4

they are to go.&
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Whilst some of the assertions here made, in briefly

indicating the direction in which a potentially great

art-form devised by only one small integral of man's

manifold ingenuity tends to go, may seem dogmatic,

let it be remembered that with the humility of the

true poet we say at all times, or so it seems to me.
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